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The following information is very well presented and

worthy of the widest distribution possible.  So many people

think the kind of information CONTACT has been presenting

on mind control for many years is “crazy” or “impossible”

to achieve.  In point of fact, what we have offered is hardly

the tip of the iceberg.  We thank our news guru, Dr. Overholt,

for spotting this one.

Here you have a discussion of rudimentary mind-control

techniques by a longtime expert in the field.  And yet, as

you’ll read early on, even he was surprised that he would be

blocked from the wide distribution of this information.  (Note

his sincere desire to share—a very important clue to Lighted

intent!)  Of course, longtime CONTACT readers would

hardly be surprised that such suppression would be exercised.  Meanwhile,

we (all of us) will help him to get this very-well-presented lecture as widely

distributed as possible, won’t we?

After all, we are living in a time when the crooks in high places are pulling

out all the stops to bring we-the-useless-eaters under total New World Order

control.  That cannot be accomplished by physical means any more than there can

be enough police to control a large riot population.  No, to control we-the-people,

such must be accomplished through subtle mental techniques.

However, there is a trump card, and that is knowledge.  The more you know

about these diabolical mind-control techniques, the less they can affect you.

Oops!  And, as always, remember to call-in the Light of God for protection.

—Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief

View From Malaysia:

Gore’s Goof, Iraqi Pawn, And Y2K Propaganda Ploy, p.16
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The  News  Desk
11/21/98    DR. AL OVERHOLT

MALAYSIAN  OFFICIALS  TAKE
U.S.  TO  TASK  OVER
GORE’S  REMARKS

From  THE  DAILY  NEWS,  Los  Angeles,
11/18/98: [quoting]

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia—Declaring that
it would hold the United States responsible for
outbreaks of “lawlessness”, Malaysia on Tuesday
excoriated Vice President Al Gore for a speech
here in which he praised simmering protests
against Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad.

In a statement, Malaysia’s foreign minister
sa id  Gore’s  remarks  Monday were  a  “g ross
interference in the internal affairs of the country
and a brazen violation of the basic tenets of
relations between sovereign states.

“Malaysians hold dearly the harmony and
stability which they have painstakingly built up
through the years,” said the foreign minister,
Abdullah Ahmad Badawi. “Malaysians would
hold  the  Uni ted  Sta tes  accountable  for  any
r upture  of  har mony ar i s ing  f rom th is
irresponsible incitement.”

In his speech at a regional summit meeting of
Pacif ic Rim countries, Gore accused Malaysia of
suppressing freedom.

As Mahathir and other Malaysian off icials
seethed in  the  audience,  Gore  sa luted ant i -
government protesters as brave people.  He even
invoked the rallying cry “reformasi”, which was
coined during Indonesia’s student movement and
is now chanted here to protest the jailing of
Malaysia’s former deputy prime minister, Anwar
Ibrahim, who is being tried on sex-related and
corruption charges.  He was ousted in September
after a power struggle with Mahathir.

Gore’s blunt words, and Malaysia’s enraged
reaction, have left this meeting of Pacif ic Rim
nations in a shambles.  At the gathering, called
the Asia Pacif ic Economic Cooperation forum,
discussions of how to lower trade barriers or rein in
global capital flows were scarcely heard Tuesday.

Ins tead,  there  were  shar p  divis ions  over
whether the vice president had taken a principled
stand in defense of human rights or hijacked a
meeting intended to be devoted to the Asian
f inancial crisis.

New Zealand’s prime minister, Jenny Shipley,
accused  Gore  of  p rac t ic ing  “megaphone
diplomacy”, while off icials from Singapore and
China offered more subtle criticism of the speech
reaff irming that they would stick to economic
matters and not wade into the affairs of other
countries.

However, the president of the Philippines,
Joseph Estrada, said in an interview, “I feel the
same way as the vice president.”

“I  don’t  interfere in Malaysia’s domestic
problems, but I’ve said human rights and due
process of law transcend all boundaries,” said
Estrada.  [End quoting]

Al “Bore” and the IMF gangsters must really
be mad about not getting complete control of the
Southeast Asia and Japanese markets.

Estrada and Gore shouldn’t be talking about
any other government after what they’ve done at

home.   Don’t  forge t  tha t  “Bore”  was  v ice
president  during the Waco,  Ruby Ridge and
Oklahoma situations.  Estrada isn’t any better
when he signs on with the IMF gangsters to rob
his people blind.

SOUTH  KOREA  TAUGHT
IMF  A  FEW  LESSONS

From the INTERNET, <sofiem@algonet.se>,
11/12/98: [quoting]

Seoul’s Ambassador to the US, Lee Hong-
Koo, reflected on his country’s wardship under
the IMF in the past year, as guest speaker at the
NPC’s Newsmaker press conference, Nov. 12: “...
when I say we aspire to make ourselves a model
of success, it also applies to the IMF.  The IMF
is under a great deal of criticism, and I think
IMF would like to see Korea succeed as a model
of a new experiment.... I think a certain amount
of criticism was vital, as the IMF was operating
under an assumption that old textbooks could be
used in any situation like Korea.  But they’re
f inding out this situation is quite different.  We
need a new prescription.  And that’s why IMF, for
example, agreed that we could have a project deficit
of up to 5% of GDP, to provide a social safety net
and also to help the various sectors which are in a
great deal of trouble—for example, our medium and
small industries and so on.”  [End quoting]

It’s certainly good to see at least some of the
world’s leaders have enough guts to stand up to
the gangster slavemasters.

OOPS,  ANWAR’S  SLIP
IS  SHOWING

From the INTERNET, <sofiem@algonet.se>,
11/12/98: [quoting]

The Hong Kong-based Political and Economic
Risk Consultancy has issued a status report on
Anwar  Ibrah im’s  “ re for mas i”  movement .
Accord ing  to  PERC,  the  movement  i s  s t i l l
“s immer ing” ,  bu t  the  ranks  a re  dwindl ing ,
especially following the ban on demonstrations
and some sobering, but non-violent, arrests of
UMNO regional youth leaders.  Many of these
alleged early allies of Anwar have flaked away
from their leader, and have sought to patch up
ties to UMNO.  But as PERC acknowledges, the
decline in turnout “is also the result of the fact
that most of those who supported the reform
movement in its early days were opportunists
rather than real reformists”.  And, it would seem
that it is now even more unlikely that snap polls
would be held before next year.  [End quoting]

It appears that there is a beginning break in
the IMF’s power to control.  Much that the “elite”
have put in place will crumble eventually.

“NO  SUCH  THING  AS
FREE  TRADE”

From the INTERNET, <sofiem@algonet.se>,
11/12/98: [quoting]

In  an  in te r v iew wi th  Malays ia ’s  TV3,
International Trade and Industry Minister Dr.
Raf idah  Aziz  s t ressed  tha t  fur ther  t rade
l ibera l iza t ion must  be  lef t  up  to  individual

nations based on their ability to do so without
creating domestic problems.  Dr. Raf idah, and
Japanese delegates, are stressing that the “V” in
APEC’s  p lan  for  “ear ly  voluntar y  sec tora l
l ibera l iza t ion”  i s  mos t  impor tan t .   But  Dr.
Raf idah went further, saying, “actually there is
no such thing as free trade.  If anybody says free
trade, I think we can say that they are talking
rubbish.  What it is all about is more liberal
markets.  Every country in the world has some
form of trade restrictions.... So there is never a
free market.”  [End quoting]

The people with common sense have always
known that  there is  no such a  thing as  free
trade—in fact the “elite” know it well and that is
the reason they want it because it’s nothing but a
method to rob the nations and make people into
beggars so they can control them.

MARCOS  $22  BILLION  GOLD
JUDGMENT  OVERTURNED

From the INTERNET, paraphrased, 11/18/98:
[quoting]

The Hawaii Supreme Court has overturned the
$22-b i l l ion-dol la r  judgment  by  s ta t ing  the
evidence was too speculative. [End quoting]

This will probably bring another spate of
troubles for all parties.  It’s hard for me to see
where either side will  have any peace—yet!!
Besides, the lawyers will want to get some more
funds from the combatants in this case.

BANDAGE  IN  A  CAN

From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, Dec.
1998: [quoting]

The 21st century bandage will not only cover
a  wound:  I t ’l l  ac tua l ly  he lp  hea l ing .   The
Amer ican  Red  Cross  i s  deve loping  foam
containing thrombin and f ibrinogen—two of the
body’s natural clot-forming proteins.  The sealant
steps up the body’s own coagulation process,
closing a wound in seconds.  The organization is
awaiting FDA approval to begin clinical trials.
[End quoting]

Sounds like something that is way past due.  I
suspect this is something the “elite” have been
holding back.

SOLAR  ENERGY

Sunny Delight

From POPULAR SCIENCE magazine, Dec.
1998: [quoting]

Two new thin-f ilm photovoltaic technologies
are coming to market, promising to cut the cost
of generating power from the Sun.  Developed in
part with funds from the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory (NREL) in Golden, Colorado,
copper indium diselenide and cadmium telluride
deliver more eff iciency at  a lower cost  than
current materials.

Until now, PV materials have been limited to
bulky crystalline silicon and amorphous silicon,
the f irst of the so-called thin f ilms.  Not only is
amorphous silicon cheaper than crystalline, it’s
thin-f ilm characteristics make it perfect for use
in roof ing materials.   But it  conver ts only 7
percent  of  the  so la r  energy  i t  absorbs  to
electricity—half that of crystalline.

According to NREL’s Ken Zweibel, the two
new thin-f ilm materials can achieve eff iciencies
of 10 percent or more.  And while they will
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in i t ia l ly  cos t  about  the  same as  amor phous
silicon, prices should drop quickly.

Cadmium telluride is being manufactured by
Solar Cells of Toledo, Ohio, and BP Solar of
Fairf ield, California; copper indium diselenide is
currently being produced by Siemens Solar of
Camarillo, California.  Arthur Rudin, manager of
product marketing at Siemens, says the company
is working with roofing manufacturers on a PV roof
tile, and adds that it should hit the market within a
year or two.  —Charles Wardell  [End quoting]

Well, the “elite” are still piece-mealing the
advanced technology, while they still sit on the
free-energy devices that are far ahead of this.
They still love the oil pollution and prof its and
the control that goes with it.

SPACE  STORMS  COULD
DISRUPT  SATELLITE

COMM.  SYSTEMS

From the INTERNET, 11/5/98: [quoting]
Computer  crashes (y2k) are not  the only

threat to military and civilian systems come 2000.
Air Force experts and other government scientists
have concluded that violent electromagnetic space
storms will wreak havoc on systems at about the
same time unfixed date codes fail.

“We’re going to have a huge storm (about)
Jan. 1, 2000, so people won’t know what to blame
i t  on ,”  sa id  Er n ie  Hi ldner,  d i rec tor  of  the
Nat iona l  Oceanic  and  Atmospher ic
Adminis t ra t ion (NOAA) Space Environment
Center in Boulder, Colorado.  The center’s Space
Weather Operations, operated by NOAA and the
Air Force, issues extraterrestrial event alerts to
government and industry scientists hourly, much
as the National Hurricane Center issues tropical
storm or hurricane alerts.

Solar and geomagnetic events such as ion
bombardments and explosions on the surface of
the  Sun  can  damage  or  knock  out  sa te l l i t e
transmissions, hamper navigation systems, cut
electric power and bring down telephone systems.

Unlike the Year 2000 problem, space weather
is a natural phenomenon that occurs in 11-year
cycles.  During the cycles, powerful geomagnetic
storms generated by the Sun spew bursts of high-
energy particles and clouds of ionized gas that
can damage satel l i tes  and affect  the Ear th’s
magnetic f ield.

Sunspots, flares, f ilaments, coronal holes and
mass ejections emanating from the Sun throw off
bursts of electromagnetic particles, radiation and
solar wind.  Geomagnetic storms occur when
blasts of solar wind bend and stretch the Earth’s
magnetic f ield.

The latest solar cycle—Cycle 23—is expected
to reach its maximum strength around 2000, far
surpassing the strength of its predecessor, Hildner
said.

Geomagnetically induced current from space
weather can be picked up by power lines and
disable transformers, Hildner said.  Solar Cycle
22 in 1989, for instance, left more than 6 million
people in Quebec, Canada, without electric power
for twelve hours, he said.  [End quoting]

There are many such powerful storms now
and many more to come.  BE PREPARED!!

Y2K  PROBLEMS
ALREADY  STARTING

From the INTERNET, 10/27/98: [quoting]
With 14 months until the new millennium, a

new sur vey  shows tha t  America’s  largest
corporations are increasingly experiencing Year
2000-related computer errors  and miss ing
deadlines in their Year 2000 plans.

The Pentagon has no idea how hard the y2k
bug wi l l  b i te  i t ,  but  only  29  percent  of  i t s
mission-critical systems are compliant, says a
former Pentagon systems chief.

Many are  pred ic t ing  tha t  the  European
conversion to a unif ied currency over the period
of  1999 to  2002 wi l l  c rea te  an  even la rger
software challenge than the y2k problem.  [End
quoting]

These problems are going to start multiplying
fast as the new year progresses.

STATISTICS  PROVE
IT  MUST  BE  THE

MOST  DANGEROUS  THING
IN  THE  WORLD  TO

KNOW  CLINTON
[Untold numbers of lives
destroyed or murdered.]

—Spotlight

SCIENCE  FICTION

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/16/98: [quoting]
More than 15,000 scient is ts ,  including a

former head of the National Academy of Science,
signed a petition urging the U.S. government not
to sign the UN global warming treaty in Kyoto,
Japan.  The petition reads in part: “ . . . Research
data on climate change do not show that human
use of hydrocarbons is harmful . . . The ‘silent
majority’ of the scientif ic community has at last
spoken out against  the hype emanating from
pol i t ic ians  and  much of  the  media  about  a
warming catastrophe....  [End quoting]

Most intelligent people know that the use of
hydrocarbons is dangerous to our health—that
should not be the issue here!!  The real issue is
the alternatives that the “elite” have for us which
are far worse for our health and everything
else!!

IRRADIATED  FOOD

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/16/98: [quoting]
The U.S. government recently approved a new

rule that allows food manufacturers to display
less prominent labels showing that food has been
irradiated.  The process of irradiation consists of
bombarding foods with gamma rays or x-rays to
kill potential pathogens on food.  A spokesperson
for the National Food Processors Association said
that labeling food as “treated with radiation”, was
often viewed by consumers as a warning rather
than a description of  “processing methods”.
[End quoting]

The “eli te” cer tainly don’t  want us to be
reminded that their processed foods are bad for
us.

TIT  FOR  TAT

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/16/98: [quoting]
Chuck Yeager, the famed test pilot, denounced

Sen. John Glenn’s return to space as “pure hype”.
Yeager said in an interview that the event was
arranged by President Clinton, in return for the
senator’s political support.  The White House
denied that  Clinton had anything to do with
Glenn’s trip into space.  [End quoting]

Who are you going to believe in this instance?

JEFFERSON-HATERS
DO  IT  AGAIN

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/16/98: [quoting]
For two centuries ,  haters  of  the populis t

teachings of Thomas Jefferson have smeared the
g reat  man with  the  big  l ie  that  he  f a thered
children by a female slave.  This whopper, which
was  invented  by  a  po l i t i ca l  opponent  of
Jefferson’s, has been dealt with conclusively by
Dr. Martin A. Larson, among others.  Now, in an
effort to whitewash sex pervert Bill Clinton, The
Washington Post is at it again, reporting that a
DNA test of descendants of an uncle of Jefferson
“prove” their case, which it obviously does not.
[End quoting]

Do we begin to see how the diabolical crooks
in Washington will stop at nothing to excuse their
crimes?

FREE  SPEECH?

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/16/98: [quoting]
Federal off icials are looking at the possibility

of f iling criminal charges against a group in
Philadelphia, Penn., for sending e-mail messages
denouncing two women who appeared on TV
discussing “The State of Hate in Pennsylvania”.
In the lawsuit ,  s tate  Attorney General  Mike
Fisher has also asked the court to prevent so-
called “White supremacists” from publishing
information on the Internet.  Other defendants
named in the suit  include several companies
aff iliated with the group including the designer
of the Internet website and the company that
provides Internet services to them.  [End quoting]

I can’t imagine our government condemning
free speech if they were favorably discussing
Communism—one of the most dastardly forms of
hate-crimes ever conceived!!  In fact they have
given them our taxpayers’ money and fought
many wars to promote it.

“HATE”  SELLS

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/16/98: [quoting]
In a related story, The Reading Eagle, out of

Reading, Penn., denounced a Philadelphia TV
station and the program 48 Hours in an editorial
for attempting, in their one-sided news report on
“The State of Hate in Pennsylvania”, to portray
the publicat ion as fur thering violence.   The
editorial stated that simply because the editors at
the newspaper wanted nothing to do with the biased
program, they were labeled as irresponsible by the
show’s producers.  [End quoting]

This is a typical mind-control tactic.

TWO  STATES  DEFINE
MARRIAGE

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/16/98: [quoting]
Election Day referendum results had good

news for families.  Voters in Hawaii and Alaska
amended their state constitutions to strengthen
the union of marriage.  In Hawaii, lawmakers can
now ban  same-sex  mar r iages .   Alaska’s
Constitution now def ines marriage as a union
between one man and one woman.

The  change  in  Hawai i  was  par t icu la r ly
impor tant .   Many who believe in tradit ional
values saw homosexual activists making gains in
Hawaii.  Traditionalists feared that if Hawaii
legalized homosexual unions, other states would
be forced to recognize the “marriages”.
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In  South  Caro l ina ,  vo te rs  e rased  the
constitution’s ban on interracial marriage.  [End
quoting]

Sometimes the will of the decent people is
strong enough to bring some Light back into a
darkened world.

ELECTION  DAY
REFERENDUM  RESULTS

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 11/16/98: [quoting]
Voters  in  Washington  e lec ted  to  s top

government quotas.  Initiative 200 (I-200) banned
s ta te  and  loca l  agenc ies  f rom g rant ing
preferences based on race, ethnicity, national
or ig in ,  and  gender  in  publ ic  employment ,
contracting and higher education.  Washington’s
I-200 was modeled after California’s Prop 209
that passed overwhelmingly in 1996.

“People think it’s time for unfair quotas to
end,” said Brett Bader, an I-200 supporter.

Flor idians  e lected to  cont inue execut ing
murderers, in spite of an expected ban on “old
Sparky”, the Sunshine State’s balky electric chair.
In the past decade, flames have erupted from
prisoners’ heads twice during executions.  Both
murderers died, but state off icials are worried
about Florida’s image.   [End quoting]

The anger of the people is steadily increasing,
as these results show.

GREAT  PYRAMID
TO  GET  CAPSTONE

FOR  2000  CELEBRATION

From the INTERNET, 11/13/98: [quoting]
For ages, the Great Pyramid has been without

its peak, the pointy stone top that completes its
triangular shape.

Now Egypt  plans  to  make the Pharaonic
structure whole again by aff ixing a gold-encased
capstone—if only for one night—to celebrate the
advent of the third millennium on Dec. 31, 1999,
the  pyramid’s  cus todian,  Zahi  Hawass ,  sa id
Thursday night.

At the same time, he proposed closing entry
into the Great Pyramid forever to prevent it from
being damaged beyond repair by the salty breath
and curious f ingers of 4,000 visitors a day.

“Why do you want to visit a tomb?” he asked.
“The magic is from the outside.  Not from the
inside.”

Hawass said the millennium ceremony, to be
telecast live to a world audience, will mirror the
pomp and revelry that must have accompanied
the installation of the capstone by the pyramid’s
builder, Pharaoh Cheops, in a national celebration
about 4,600 years ago.

“You know i t  was  bui l t  in  the  th i rd
millennium B.C.  We are celebrating the third
millennium A.D.  Therefore,  we should have
something impor tant  to mark the occasion,”
Hawass said.

The pyramid has lost 30 feet of height, and
the missing stones at the top give it a craggy
flattened appearance like the opening of a small
volcano.  This is not evident from the ground
because of the pyramid’s size—it is 452 feet
high, as tall as a 13-story [sic] building.

The stones are believed to have fallen off
many centuries ago, and there is no record of
how it  happened.  It  could have been due to
erosion, vandals or grave robbers.

Hawass said engineers do not intend to f ill in
the entire missing portion with stone.  A steel

frame will cover most of the empty area and a
small capstone wrapped in thin gold foil will
complete the top, he said.

The stone will be lowered by a helicopter and
removed after the ceremony, he said without
elaborating.

Hawass said he got the idea from a relief
carving from another pyramid near Cairo, which
showed workers dragging a capstone shining like
gold.

Another relief showed people dancing and
singing following the setting of the capstone,
indicating the king installed the last piece of
masonry on the pyramid to mark the end of a
national project, he said.

Hawass  sa id  the  Grea t  Pyramid  wi l l  be
reopened to the public in Feb. 1999, after being
closed nearly a year for restoration work.

Dur ing  th is  t ime,  a  new vent i la t ion  and
lighting system has been installed inside the
sepulchral chambers, deep inside the pyramid.
Graff iti has been erased from the tomb’s walls,
and workers are removing a layer of salt left by
the breath of daily visitors, he said.

But Hawass said the best way to preserve the
pyramid’s interior, which includes Cheops’ tomb,
would be to close it forever.

If the flood of visitors continues, “in 10 years
you wi l l  not  f ind the  tomb exis ts ,”  Hawass
warned.

However, the decision to close the pyramid
can be made only by a 25-member committee,
which fears the loss of tourism revenue.

The Great Pyramid and two other pyramids on
the Giza Plateau are among the world’s most
recognizable and most visited monuments.  The
second pyramid, that of Chephren, will be closed
for restoration on Feb. 15, Hawass said.

Cheops’ pyramid is estimated to contain 2.3
million stone blocks each weighing an average
2.5 tons.  Some weigh as much as 15 tons.  [End
quoting]

This is intended to be the “elite’s” grand and
glorious celebration—BUT it remains to be seen
what they’ll be celebrating.  REMEMBER:  GOD
HAS A PLAN 2000!  We are living in the most
interesting of times—ever—on planet Earth!!

WHAT’S  GOING  ON
AT  THE  GREAT  PYRAMID

EXPLORATIONS??

From the INTERNET, <HEOT@onelist.com>,
11/16/98: [quoting]

OFFICIAL STATEMENT:  Dear  Fe l low
Citizens of the World, My name is John Carlo.
Me and my wife went to Egypt in August of 1998
to see the pyramids and Sphinx of Giza.  During
our stay there, we became friends with many of
the villagers that live in Nazlet el Samman.  (A
village near the Giza Plateau.)  They have told us
that Dr. Zahi Hawass has been covering up many
archaeological discoveries.  These discoveries
include secret chambers in the great pyramid and
tunnels and chambers under the causeway.  The
villagers were very hesitant about talking to us
because they were very fearful of Hawass and
what they call his secret police that threatens
them and their families if they talk to any of the
tourists about the secret diggings.  But me and
my wife  were  not  the  average  tour is t s  who
jumped off a bus, took a few pictures and left.
We were there for 3 weeks and spent all of our
time at the Giza Plateau.  Because of this, we
became very close to the villagers and developed

many friendships.  Back home in the United
States we contacted Larry Hunter, a long time
researcher  who has  been s tudying the  Giza
Plateau for 18 years.  He has also stated that
cover-ups are occurring at Giza.  Could the Hall
of Records have already been found?  Is Hawass
working with the Secret Government and Masonic
socie t ies  to  s tea l  and p lunder  ar t i fac ts  and
ancient technologies that lie buried deep under
the sands of Giza?  I promised the villagers that
upon my return home to the U.S., I would try to
do something about this situation.  This petition
is a reflection of my promise to them.  Those
who are interested in this subject please search
your hearts and sign this petition.  I have linked
to Larry Hunter’s web page for more information
concerning archaeological discoveries at Giza.  If
enough people sign this petition, I will deliver it
to Dr. Zahi Hawass and the Egyptian antiquities
personally when I return to Egypt in June of
1999.  I will also submit it to the ambassador
from Egypt in Washington, the United Nations
and the major media networks.  We can make a
difference, folks!!  We have a right to know the
truth, if Edgar Cayce was correct in saying that
the  Giza  complex  was  b ui l t  by  a  long  los t
civilization that pre-existed our present known
world.  And considering that there are similar
pyramid complexes that lie throughout the globe.
That would mean that all mankind and the entire
global neighborhood are direct descendents of
this lost civilization.  And ALL have the right to
the secrets of these monuments in stone and not
just the indigenous peoples who now happen to
be sharing and living within the same borders
with these precious architectural wonders that
seem to be screaming out to us about our divine
her i tage  and  g lor ious  pas t .   I f  ev idence  of
At lan t i s  becomes  a  rea l i ty,  the  Egypt ian
Authorities must change their policies concerning
these monuments and the secrets they possess
and come to grips with the world being a global
community and that we all share in our divine
past equally.  We are all connected and all have
the right to secret wisdom that lies under the
sands of Giza.  A better world is just around the
corner. We are entering a new age of light that is
ready to shine through.  Let it be!!  The evil ones
of this world must be stopped.  There are more
hands in this play, also.  As long as there is
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power, money, control and greed in this world,
anything that will threaten their power will be
subdued and silenced.  What lies under the sands
at giza makes them tremble with fear.  It will
undermine the socio-economic system of the
world.  It will make present-day technologies
obsolete.  It will destroy oil cartels, big business,
take away the controlling hand of religions and
undermine the people who now control our world.
All of our lives, since childhood, we had lies and
misconceptions thrown down our throat about
religion, history and many of the sciences.  Our
children continue to be indoctrinated by a system
that is corrupt and self serving, and its goals,
along with the people who control, are to keep
the masses in darkness of  our t rue spir i tual
identi t ies and to suppress our divine powers
which would make us self suff icient in an ever
increasing world of external merkaba [light??].
It is my humble opinion that the sons of Beliel
from Atlantis still exist, hiding in our Masonic
and religious organizations, creating havoc and
conspiracy in  our  wor ld .   There  i s  more  to
science than just computers and material gadgets.
What lies under these ancient complexes are
things of the spirit.  Wisdom that has to do with
the heart of man. Things that are often neglected
in  our  world  of  mater ia l  real i ty,  our  divine
connection and relat ionship with God is  the
underlying purpose for our existence on this
planet.  It’s time to bring our energies together
into one unif ied voice.  And take a stand for
truth!!  I would like to stress that this petition
does not reflect violence, revolution, or taking a
stand with negativity in any way.  It is simply a
way to let the powers that be in Egypt know that
the people of the world are watching and taking
interest in the red tape and political nonsense that
is  occur r ing a t  Giza .   And a lso  to  give  the
average person a way to get involved and express
their views and be heard.  If the Hall of Records
is to be opened, the human race must unify their
efforts in love and strength.  It is we who shape
and create our reality.  God works through us to
make a difference in this world.  Let us not be
soldiers of violence, but be soldiers of love and
t r u th! ! !   Together,  we  can  do  g rea t  th ings .
Together, we have more power than anything in
this world.  Through meditation, prayer and unity
this planet will change and become a beacon of
l igh t  for  a l l  be ings  to  see  th roughout  the
universe.  GOD BLESS YOU ALL AND THANK
YOU FOR GETTING INVOLVED!!—LOVE AND
LIGHT JOHN AND MARIOLA CARLO.

LARRY HUNTER’S WEB SITE: <ht tp: / /
LarryHunter.com>.

THE ENTERPRISE MISSION:  <ht tp : / /
www.enterprisemission.com/pyramid.html>; this
is Richard Hoagland’s site.

EDGAR CAYCE (A.R.E.): <http://www.are-
cayce.com/ancient.htm>.  No telephone given but
you can  ge t  a  number  for  the  Edgar  Cayce
Foundation (A.R.E.).  [End quoting]

Much is being covered-up with respect to the
pyramids, but all  shall come out in the open
soon.  The more the “elite” try to hide the truth,
the more questions will be generated.

A  FAILED
STOLEN-IDENTITY  SCAM

From the INTERNET, 11/13/98: [quoting]
Winston-Salem, NC—An alleged scheme to

open a checking account with a dead man’s name
and Social Security number backf ired when the

bank teller turned out to be the deceased’s widow.
[End quoting]

It’s getting harder and harder to protect your
identity now-a-days, so be very careful of how
you handle anything which has Social Security,
check account info, credit card info, etc., on it—
or to whom you give this info.

RUSSIA:
CALL  TO  LIMIT  NUMBER

OF  JEWS  IN  PUBLIC  OFFICE

From the  INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin ,  <wr ld l ine@texas .ne t> ,  11 /16/98:
[quoting]

In  today’s  Moscow Radios tants iya  Ekho
Moskvy  in Russian 0900 GMT, Russian Duma
deputy Albert Makashov has called for legislative
measures to be taken to limit the number of Jews
in public off ice positions.  He has said this in an
interview to the Italian La Stampa newspaper.  —
[End quoting]

One can but wonder why such a call would be
made to limit the power of just this one element
of society.  CONTACT readers need only go back
and read  our  se r ies  f rom ear l ie r  th i s  year
repr in t ing  Henr y  Ford  Senior ’s  Dearborn
Independant  material from the early 1920s to
begin to formulate an answer.  The facts of the
matter are as true here in the United states as in
Russia.

TAMPONS  CAUSE  CANCER??

From the  INTERNET,  <para-
discuss@tje.net>, 11/13/98: [quoting]

Hi All, this one is going to blow your mind!
I t ’s  no  wonder  so  many people  ge t  cancer.
Unbelievable!  —Vicki

To all: I don’t know about the asbestos, but I
do know that the rayon & bleaching info is true.
(David:  this  is  for  Ivey.)   Unfor tunately the
products  f rom the  a l te r na te  companies  a re
incredibly expensive.

Something else to worry about!!  I received
this info from a friend, and I thought it  was
valuable.  Whether or not YOU could use this
information is up to you.  For sure you know
some woman or young girl that could.  Truth to
any of it?  I don’t know.  But is it worth the risk?

Please feel free to pass it on and let’s take a
stand on our health.

Many tampon makers include asbestos in the
tampon.  Why?  Because asbestos makes you
bleed more...if you bleed more, you use more.
Why wasn’t this against the law since asbestos is
so dangerous?  Because the powers that be, in all
their wisdom (not), did not consider tampons as
being ingested, and therefore wasn’t illegal or
considered dangerous.  This month’s Essence
magazine has a small article about this and they
mention two manufacturers of a cotton tampon
alternative.

The companies are Organic Essentials  at
(800)  765-6491 and the  Black-owned Ter ra
Femme at (800) 755-0212.

A woman getting her Ph.D. at the University
of Colorado at Boulder sent this:

Read on if you value your health ...
I  am writing this because women are not

being informed about the dangers of something
most of us use—tampons.  I’m taking a class this
month and I  have been learning a  lot  about
biology and the woman, including much about
feminine hygiene.  Recently we have learned that

tampons are actually dangerous (for other reasons
than TSS).  Read on if you’re interested, if not,
tha t ’s  f ine  too .   But  I ’l l  te l l  you th is  a f ter
learning about this in our class,  most of the
females wound up feeling angry and upset with
the tampon industry, and I for one, am going to
do something about it.  To start, I want to inform
everyone I can, and e-mail is the fastest way that
I know how.

HERE’S THE SCOOP: Tampons contain two
things that are potentially harmful:

Rayon ( for  absorbency)  and  d ioxin  (a
chemical used in bleaching the products).

The tampon industry is convinced that we, as
women, need bleached white products—they
seem to think that we view the product as pure
and clean.  The problem here is that the dioxin
produced in this bleaching process can lead to
very harmful problems for a woman.  Dioxin is
potentially carcinogenic (cancer-associated) and
is toxic to the immune and reproductive systems.
It has been linked to endometriosis as well as
lower sperm counts for men—for both, it breaks
down the immune system.

Last September the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) reported that there really is no set
“acceptable” level of exposure to dioxin—given
that it is cumulative and slow to disintegrate, the
real danger comes from repeated contact (Karen
Houpper t ,  “Pul l ing the Plug on the Tampon
Industry”).  I’d say using about 5 tampons a day,
f ive days a month, for 38 menstruating years is
“repeated contact”, wouldn’t you?

Rayon contributes to the danger of tampons
and dioxin because i t  i s  a  highly absorbent
substance and therefore when f ibers from the
tampons are left behind in the vagina (as usually
occurs),  i t  creates a breeding ground for the
dioxin, and stays in a lot longer than it would
with just cotton tampons.  This is also the reason
why TSS (toxic shock syndrome) occurs.

WHAT ARE THE ALTERNATIVES? Using
feminine hygiene products that aren’t bleached
(which causes the dioxin) and that are all cotton
( the  rayon  wi l l  l eave  f ibers  and  “breeding
grounds” in the  vagina).  Other feminine hygiene
products (pads/napkins) contain dioxin as well,
but they are not nearly as dangerous since they
are not in direct contact with the vagina.  The
pads/napkins need to stop being bleached, but
obviously tampons are the most dangerous.  So,
what  can you do i f  you can’t  give up using
tampons?  Use tampons that are made from 100%
cotton, and that are unbleached.  Unfortunately,
there are very, very few companies that make
these safe tampons.  They are usually only found
in health food stores.

Count r ies  a l l  over  the  wor ld  (Sweden,
Germany, British Columbia, etc.) have demanded
a switch to this safer tampon, while the U.S. has
decided to keep us in the dark about it.  In 1989,
activists in England mounted a campaign against
chlorine bleaching.  Six weeks and 50,000 letters
later, the makers of sanitary products switched to
oxygen bleaching (one of the green methods
available).  (Ms. magazine, May/June 1995).

Personally I  think i t ’s  t ime that  the U.S.
switches, and we need to make our voices heard.

WHAT TO DO NOW:  Tell people. Everyone.
Inform them.  We are being manipulated by this
industry and the government; let’s do something
about it!  Tell everyone to write to the companies—
Tampax (Tambrands), Playtex, O.B., Kotex.

Call the 1-800 numbers  on the boxes.  LET
THEM KNOW THAT WE DEMAND A SAFE
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PRODUCT—ALL-COTTON, UNBLEACHED
TAMPONS.  [End quoting]

Again, the “elite” will use any method to
“bleed” us.  Isn’t it time we stand up and do
something about it?

MY  SON  IS  MISSING

From GUIDEPOSTS ,  Sep. 1998, P.O. Box
1479, Carmel, NY 10512: [quoting]

Wednesday, August 7, 1996
It was around four in the afternoon when my

friend Kappy and I headed back toward Turtle
Creek ,  our  buckets  fu l l  o f  f resh-p icked
blueber ries.   We had left  the kids swimming
there.  I saw my 12-year-old daughter, Jayne,
heading up the path toward us.

“Mom, did Taylor come by?” she asked.
“No, he didn’t,” I said.  I had assumed her

10-year-old brother, Taylor, would stay close to
her.  Taylor has autism, a neurological disorder
that  is  characterized by speech and learning
impairment and shows itself in unusual responses
to  people  and  sur roundings .   Even  though
Taylor’s form of autism is moderate, and he’s able
to do a lot for himself, he still needs to be looked
after.

“Well, we can’t f ind him,” Jayne said.
I tore down to the creek.  The only people

there were a woman and infant at the water’s
edge.  “Did you see a boy swim by here?” I
asked.

“Yes,” she answered.  “About ten or f ifteen
minutes ago, I guess.”

My eye followed the creek.  Just a bit farther
downstream it disappeared into a thick swamp
full of ’gators, rattlesnakes and water moccasins.
In February 1995, four Army Rangers died of
hypothermia while on a survival-training mission
there.

Panicked, I jumped into the creek and waded
as fast as I could in the direction of the swamp.
“Taylor!”  I  screamed.  “Taylor!  Where are
you?”   The water  got  deeper  and the  creek
narrowed.  Heavy brush and brambles choked the
banks.  He couldn’t have gotten far, I thought,
trying to calm myself.  He’s a good swimmer, and
he loves the water, but he just floats with the
current.  I’ll find him soon.

The creek was only about six feet wide at that
point.  The tangled roots of trees were exposed,
and a draping of thick vines hung everywhere.
Not much Sunlight got through.  I tried to climb
the bank a couple of t imes,  so I  could walk
alongside the creek, but there was no way I could
break through the overgrowth.   The thought
struck hard: Taylor wouldn’t have been able to
climb out either.  He must be up ahead!

I pressed forward, but the farther I went, the
harder it was to move.  I have to get help.  I
turned and fought my way back upstream.  When
I f inally sloshed out of the creek I found that
Kappy had called nearby Elgin Air Force Base,
and a rescue team was on the way.

The woman who had seen Taylor float by was
crying.  She rushed up to me, exclaiming, “I’m
so sorry.  He seemed to know what he was doing.
I had no idea...”  Then she grabbed my arm and
said, “Listen, I don’t know if you believe in God,
but I do.  We have to pray.  Right here and right
now.”  She bowed her head, closed her eyes and
started asking for Taylor’s safe return.

Soon, my husband, Ray, showed up.  He had
been  not i f ied  by  the  sher i ff s  depar tment .

“Everything’s going to be all right,” he told me.
“They’ll f ind him.”

Hours passed, and despite the swamp full of
searchers, there was no sign of Taylor.  The sky
grew dark, then pitch-black.  The search was
called off until f irst light.  Around 11:00 P.M.
Ray took me home.

Thursday, August 8
I didn’t sleep much; maybe an hour or so.

Around 5:00 A.M. Ray and I headed back to
Turtle Creek.  (We sent Jayne to stay with some
friends.)  There was a makeshift headquarters set
up for the search-and-rescue teams, right where
Taylor was last seen.  Air Force men slipped into
the swamp with search dogs, hoping to catch a
scent in the early-morning stillness.  Searchers
arrived by the busload: Army Rangers, Air Force
personnel, members of the sheriffs department,
volunteers.  Our priest, Ed Campbell of Saint
Simon’s on the Sound, came.  “The congregation
is praying for you,” he told us.  I felt as if I were
watching a movie, as if none of this were really
happening.

Sometime that morning there was a report
that footprints had been found alongside the
creek.  My hopes surged, but receded just as
quickly.   How could he have got ten out?   I
wondered.  I saw the brush there.  No way.  And
Taylor wouldn’t have tried, I thought.  He may be
autistic, but he is not stupid.

When Taylor was f irst diagnosed as autistic I
didn’t know he had anything going on in his
head.  He lives in a sort of shell, and often f ixes
all his attention on one simple thing.  He repeats
what is said to him or around him, a phenomenon
known as echolalia.  He also squeals and makes
odd noises.  Taylor is intelligent; it’s just that it’s
diff icult for him to communicate.  I decided that
the only way he could have anything l ike  a
normal life was to let him do the things normal
kids did: Go swimming, visit neighbors, take
risks that any other child was permitted to take.

I remembered once when I got a call from a
neighbor.  She told me Taylor had walked right
into her house, gone to the kitchen, opened the
f r idge  and taken out  a  car ton  of  mi lk .   He
slapped it down on the counter and was standing
there looking at her.  “What should I do?” she
had asked.

“Well,” I had said, “if I were you, I’d give
him some milk.”

Taylor  of ten did things l ike that—brash,
almost daring. He loved junk food.  Once, he set
off on his own, heading to a nearby store to get
more chips after he’d run out.

I  would  never  have  le t  h im do anyth ing
dangerous ,  bu t  I  a l so  d idn’t  want  to  be
overprotective.  What if I was wrong to let him
have so much freedom?  I thought, staring into the
murky swamp.  Oh, God, what if I was wrong?

Again that night, I barely slept.  A violent
thunderstorm rocked the house.  Taylor is out
there somewhere right now, all alone, I thought
as heavy drops of rain pelted the roof.  God,
please let him be okay.

Friday, August 9
We were  back  a t  Tur t le  Creek  a t  dawn.

“Sorry,” one of the searchers told me, “but we
were wrong about those footprints yesterday.
They weren’t your son’s.”  I had doubted the
footprints could have been Taylor’s.  Still, one of
my last shreds of hope was snatched away.

“We’ve all got a little autism in us,” I had

said jokingly in the past.  The way I felt now, I
realized how true my “joke” was.  I was numb,
i so la ted .   Even  though there  was  so  much
activity—all  those searchers,  on foot and in
helicopters with heat-seeking infrared tracking
systems—it seemed as if nothing were going on.
Ray stood by me, and so did our priest, friends
and family.  But none of them could reach me.  It
was as if I were seeing the world through someone
else’s eyes, and hearing with someone else’s ears.

The day passed with no sign of Taylor.  I
went home for another sleepless night.

Saturday, August 10
We dragged ourselves back to the creek again.

My nerves were shot.  I thought about Taylor out
there in the swamp.  There was nothing more I
could do for him.  I knew then, at that moment
as the Sun came up, that I had to prepare myself
for whatever might happen.

Around midday an old friend came walking
down the road to Turtle Creek.  “What do you
need me to do?” he asked.

“Take me home,” I said.  “I’m so tired.  I just
want to go home.”

After he dropped me off at the house, I went
into Taylor’s room.  My gaze fell on the stuffed
leopard he took with him everywhere.  I picked
it up and held it close, then took it to my room
and tucked it under my pillow.  I collapsed on the
bed.  I didn’t know if my boy was afraid, or even
if he was alive.  God, Taylor is in your hands
now, I prayed.  Whatever happens, I know he’ll be
safe with you.

Sunday, August 11
I got up that morning in a sort of fog.  I made

some coffee and sat at the kitchen table.  Ray had
already left for Turtle Creek; I was going to head
over later.  Around 7:30 A.M. I was just about to
get into the car when the phone rang.  I ran back
to answer.

“They found him!” shouted Ray, on the other
end of the line.

His words didn’t register.  “What?”
“They found him!  He’s on the way to the

hospital right now.”
I raced to the hospital, getting there right

before the ambulance.
After it pulled up I saw Taylor walk out of it.

He was taken into the emergency room, with me
at his heels.  He was exhausted and covered with
cuts, but exams showed he was otherwise f ine.

The searchers had covered 36 square miles,
but Taylor had somehow moved beyond their
range .   He  had  f loa ted  and  swum 14 mi les
through impassable swamp, ending up in the East
Bay River, where he was found by a f isherman
named Jimmie Potts.

Some people have said his survival was a
miracle.  To me it was no more miraculous than
the f irst time he said “Mommy”.  When asked
what happened during his trek, all he’ll say is, “I
see f ish, lots of f ish.”  Perhaps his autism—the
very thing that makes it so diff icult for him to
communicate—kept him from getting scared and
helped  h im focus  on  noth ing  o ther  than
swimming.  I don’t really know, and I probably
never will.  I do know that God took care of my
son.  Then again, God has always protected him.

Taylor  i s  safe  in  His  hands .   —Suzanne
Touchstone, Fort Walton Beach, Florida  [End
quoting]

How can anyone involved in such miracles
not believe in God and His angels??   
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11/15/98   DICK SUTPHEN

THE BATTLE FOR
YOUR MIND

Persuasion & Brainwashing
Techniques Being Used On

The Public Today

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS

The Birth of Conversion/Brainwashing in
Christian Revivalism in 1735.  The Pavlovian
explanation of the three brain phases. Born-again
preachers: Step-by-Step, how they conduct a
revival and the expected physiological results.
The “voice roll” technique used by preachers,
lawyers and hypnotists.  New trance-inducing
churches .  The  6  s teps  to  convers ion .  The
decogni t ion  process .  Thought -s topping
techniques. The “sell it by zealot” technique.
True believers and mass movements.  Persuasion
techniques: “Yes set”, “Imbedded Commands”,
“Shock and Confusion”, and the “Interspersal
Technique”.   Subl iminals ,  Vibrato and ELF
waves. Inducing trance with vibrational sound.
Even professional observers will be “possessed”
at  char ismat ic  gather ings .  The “only  hope”
technique to attend and not be converted.  Non-
detectable Neurophone programming through the
skin. The medium for mass take-over.

*  *  *

I’m Dick Sutphen and this tape is a studio-
recorded, expanded version of a talk I delivered
at the World Congress of Professional Hypnotists
Convention in Las Vegas, Nevada. Although the
tape  car r ies  a  copyr ight  to  pro tec t  i t  f rom
unlawful duplication for sale by other companies,
in this case, I invite individuals to make copies
and give them to friends or anyone in a position
to communicate this information.

Although I’ve been interviewed about the
subject on many local and regional radio and TV
talk-shows,  large-scale mass communication
appears to be blocked, since it could result in
suspicion or investigation of the very media
presenting it or the sponsors that support the
media. Some government agencies do not want
this information generally known. Nor do the
Born-Again Christian movement, cults, and many
human-potential trainings.

Everything I will  relate only exposes the

surface of the problem. I don’t know how the
misuse of these techniques can be stopped. I
don’t think it is possible to legislate against that
which often cannot be detected; and if those who
legislate are using these techniques, there is little
hope of affecting laws to govern usage. I do
know that the first step to initiate change is to
generate interest. In this case, that will probably
only result from an underground effort.

In talking about this subject, I am talking
about my own business.  I know it, and I know
how effective it can be. I produce hypnosis and
subliminal tapes and, in some of my seminars, I
use conversion tactics to assist participants to
become independent and self-sufficient.  But,
anytime I use these techniques, I point out that I
am using them, and those attending have a choice
to participate or not. They also know what the
desired result of participation will be.

So, to begin, I want to state the most basic of
all facts about brainwashing: IN THE ENTIRE
HISTORY OF MAN, NO ONE HAS EVER BEEN
BRAINWASHED AND REALIZED,  OR
BELIEVED,  THAT HE HAD BEEN
BRAINWASHED.

Those  who have  been  bra inwashed  wi l l
usually passionately defend their manipulators,
claiming they have simply been “shown the
light”—or have been transformed in miraculous
ways.

THE BIRTH OF CONVERSION

CONVERSION is  a  “n ice”  word  for
BRAINWASHING—and any  s tudy  of
bra inwashing  has  to  begin  wi th  a  s tudy  of
Chr is t ian  rev iva l i sm in  e igh teenth  cen tury
Amer ica .  Apparent ly ,  Jona than  Edwards
accidentally discovered the techniques during a
re l ig ious  c rusade  in  1735 in  Nor thampton ,
Massachuset ts .  By inducing gui l t  and acute
apprehension and by increasing the tension, the
“sinners” attending his revival meetings would
break down and completely submit. Technically,
what Edwards was doing was creating conditions
that wipe the brain slate clean so that the mind
accepts new programming. The problem was that
the new input was negative. He would tell them,
“You’re a sinner! You’re destined for hell!”

As a result, one person committed suicide and
another attempted suicide. And the neighbors of
the suicidal converts related that they, too, were
affected so deeply that, although they had found
“eternal salvation”, they were obsessed with a
diabolical temptation to end their own lives.

Once a preacher, cult leader, manipulator or
authority figure creates the brain phase to wipe
the brain-slate clean, his subjects are wide open.
New input, in the form of suggestion, can be

substituted for their previous ideas. Because
Edwards didn’t turn his message positive until the
end of the revival, many accepted the negative
suggestions and acted, or desired to act, upon them.

Charles  J .  Finney was another  Chris t ian
revivalist who used the same techniques four
years later in mass religious conversions in New
York. The techniques are still being used today
by Christian revivalists, cults, human-potential
trainings, some business rallies, and the United
States Armed Services—to name just a few.

Let me point out here that I don’t think most
revivalist preachers realize or know they are
using brainwashing techniques. Edwards simply
stumbled upon a technique that really worked,
and others copied it and have continued to copy
it for over two hundred years. And the more
sophist icated our knowledge and technology
become, the more effective the conversion. I feel
strongly that this is one of the major reasons for
the increasing rise in Christian fundamentalism,
especially the televised variety, while most of the
orthodox religions are declining.

THE THREE BRAIN PHASES

The Christians may have been the first to
successfully formulate brainwashing, but we have
to look to Pavlov, the Russian scientist, for a
technical explanation. In the early 1900s, his
work with animals opened the door to further
investigations with humans. After the revolution
in Russia, Lenin was quick to see the potential of
applying Pavlov’s research to his own ends.

Three  d is t inc t  and progress ive  s ta tes  of
t ransmarginal  inhibi t ion  were  ident i f ied  by
Pavlov. The first is the EQUIVALENT phase, in
which the brain gives the same response to both
strong and weak s t imuli .  The second is  the
PARADOXICAL phase ,  in  which  the  bra in
responds more actively to weak stimuli than to
s t rong .  And the  th i rd  i s  the  ULTRA-
PARADOXICAL phase, in which conditioned
responses  and  behavior  pa t te rns  tu rn  f rom
positive to negative or from negative to positive.

With the progression through each phase, the
degree of conversion becomes more effective and
complete. The ways to achieve conversion are
many and varied,  but  the usual  f irst  s tep in
religious or political brainwashing is to work on
the emotions of an individual or group until they
reach  an  abnormal  leve l  o f  anger ,  fear ,
excitement, or nervous tension.

The  progress ive  resu l t  o f  th i s  menta l
condition is to impair judgement and increase
suggestibility. The more this condition can be
maintained or intensified, the more it compounds.
Once  ca thars i s ,  o r  the  f i r s t  b ra in  phase ,  i s
reached, the complete mental takeover becomes
easier.  Existing mental programming can be
replaced with new patterns of thinking and behavior.

Other often-used physiological weapons to
modify normal brain functions are fasting, radical
or  h igh  sugar  d ie t s ,  phys ica l  d i scomfor t s ,
regulat ion of  breathing,  mantra  chant ing in
meditation, the disclosure of awesome mysteries,
special lighting and sound effects, programed
response to incense, or intoxicating drugs.

The  same resu l t s  can  be  ob ta ined  in
contemporary psychiatric treatment by electric
shock treatments and even by purposely lowering a
person’s blood sugar level with insulin injections.

Before I talk about exactly how some of the
techniques are applied, I want to point out that
hypnosis and conversion tactics are two distinctly

Hidden Battle To Control
YOUR MIND

[Continued  from  Front  Page]
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different things—and that conversion techniques
are far more powerful. However, the two are
often mixed...with powerful results.

HOW
REVIVALIST PREACHERS WORK

If you’d like to see a revivalist preacher at
work, there are probably several in your city. Go
to the church or tent early and sit in the rear,
about three-quarters of the way back. Most likely
repetitive music will be played while the people
come in for the service. A repetitive beat, ideally
ranging from 45 to 72 beats per minute (a rhythm
close to the beat of the human heart), is very
hypnotic and can generate an eyes-open altered
state of consciousness in a very high percentage
of people. And, once you are in an alpha state,
you are at least 25 times as suggestible as you
would be in full beta consciousness. The music is
probably  the  same for  every  serv ice ,  o r
incorporates the same beat,  and many of the
people  wi l l  go  in to  an  a l te red  s ta te  a lmost
immedia te ly  upon en te r ing  the  sanc tuary .
Subconsciously, they recall their state of mind
from previous services and respond according to
the post-hypnotic programming.

Watch the people waiting for the service to
begin .  Many wi l l  exhib i t  ex te rna l  s igns  of
trance—body relaxation and slightly dilated eyes.
Often, they begin swaying back and forth with
their hands in the air while sitting in their chairs.
Next, the assistant pastor will probably come out.
He usually speaks with a pretty good “voice
roll”.

VOICE ROLL TECHNIQUE

A “voice roll” is a patterned, paced style used
by hypnotists when inducing a trance. It is also
used by many lawyers,  several  of whom are
highly trained hypnotists, when they desire to
entrench a point firmly in the minds of the jurors.
A voice roll can sound as if the speaker were
talking to the beat of a metronome or it may
sound as though he were emphasizing every word
in a monotonous, patterned style. The words will
usually be delivered at the rate of 45 to 60 beats
per minute, maximizing the hypnotic effect.

Now the assistant pastor begins the “build-
up” process .  He induces an al tered s ta te  of
consciousness and/or begins to generate the
excitement and the expectations of the audience.
Next, a group of young women in “sweet and
pure” chiffon dresses might come out to sing a
song .  Gospe l  songs  a re  grea t  for  bu i ld ing
excitement and INVOLVEMENT.  In the middle
of the song, one of the girls might be “smitten by
the spirit” and fall down or react as if possessed
by the  Holy  Spi r i t .  This  very  e f fec t ive ly
increases the intensity in the room. At this point,
hypnosis and conversion tactics are being mixed.
And the result is the audience’s attention span is
now totally focused upon the communication
while the environment becomes more exciting or
tense.

Right about this time, when an eyes-open
mass- induced  a lpha  menta l  s ta te  has  been
achieved, they will usually pass the collection
plate or basket. In the background, a 45-beat-per-
minute voice roll from the assistant preacher
might exhort, “Give to God...Give to God...Give
to God...” And the audience does give. God may
not  get  the  money,  but  h is  a l ready weal thy
representative will.

Next, the fire-and-brimstone preacher will
come out.  He induces fear and increases the
tension by talking about “the devil”, “going to
hell”, or the forthcoming Armageddon.

In the last such rally I attended, the preacher
ta lked  about  the  b lood  tha t  would  soon  be
running out of every faucet in the land. He was
also obsessed with a “bloody axe of God”, which
everyone had seen hanging above the pulpit the
previous week. I have no doubt that everyone
saw i t—the  power  of  sugges t ion  g iven  to
hundreds of people in hypnosis assures that at
least 10 to 25 percent would see whatever he
suggested they see.

In most revivalist gatherings, “testifying” or
“witnessing” usual ly fol lows the fear-based
sermon. People from the audience come up on
stage and relate their stories. “I was crippled and
now I can walk!” “I had arthritis and now it’s
gone!” It is a psychological manipulation that
works. After listening to numerous case histories
of miraculous healings, the average guy in the
audience with a minor problem is sure he can be
healed. The room is charged with fear, guilt,
intense excitement, and expectations.

Now those  who want  to  be  hea led  a re
frequently lined up around the edge of the room,
or they are told to come down to the front. The
preacher might touch them on the head firmly
and scream,  “Be healed!”  This  re leases  the
psychic energy and, for many, catharsis results.
Catharsis is a purging of repressed emotions.
Individuals might cry, fall down or even go into
spasms. And if catharsis is effected, they stand a
chance of being healed. In catharsis (one of the
three brain phases mentioned earlier), the brain-
slate is temporarily wiped clean and the new
suggestion is accepted.

For some, the healing may be permanent. For
many, it will last four days to a week, which is,
incidentally, how long a hypnotic suggestion
given to a somnambulistic subject will usually
last. Even if the healing doesn’t last, if they
come back every week, the power of suggestion
may cont inua l ly  over r ide  the  problem—or
sometimes, sadly, it can mask a physical problem
which could prove to be very detrimental to the
individual in the long run.

I’m not saying that legitimate healings do not
take place. They do.  Maybe the individual was
ready to let go of the negativity that caused the
problem in the first place; maybe it was the work
of God. Yet I contend that it can be explained
with existing knowledge of brain/mind function.

The techniques and staging will vary from
church  to  church .  Many use  “speaking  in
tongues” to generate catharsis in some while the
spectac le  c rea tes  in tense  exci tement  in  the
observers.

The use of hypnotic techniques by religions is
sophisticated, and professionals are assuring that
they become even more effective. A man in Los
Angeles is designing, building, and reworking a
lot  of churches around the country.  He tells
ministers what they need and how to use it. This
man’s  t rack  record  ind ica tes  tha t  the
congregat ion and the monetary income wil l
double if the minister follows his instructions.
He admits that about 80 percent of his efforts are
in the sound system and lighting.

Powerful sound and the proper use of lighting
are of primary importance in inducing an altered
state of consciousness—I’ve been using them for
years  in  my own seminars .  However ,  my
participants are fully aware of the process and

what  they  can  expec t  as  a  resu l t  o f  the i r
participation.

SIX CONVERSION TECHNIQUES

Cults and human-potential organizations are
always looking for new converts. To attain them,
they must also create a brain-phase. And they
often need to do it within a short space of time—
a weekend, or maybe even a day. The following
are the six primary techniques used to generate
the conversion. The meeting or training takes
place in an area where participants are cut off
from the outside world. This may be any place:
a private home, a remote or rural setting, or even
a hotel  bal l room where the par t ic ipants  are
allowed only limited bathroom usage. In human-
potential trainings, the controllers will give a
lengthy talk about the importance of “keeping
agreements” in life. The participants are told that
if they don’t keep agreements, their life will
never work. It’s a good idea to keep agreements,
but the controllers are subverting a posit ive
human va lue  for  se l f i sh  purposes .   The
participants vow to themselves and their trainer
that they will keep their agreements. Anyone who
does not will be intimidated into agreement or
forced to leave. The next step is to agree to
comple te  t ra in ing ,  thus  assur ing  a  h igh
percentage of conversions for the organizations.
They will USUALLY have to agree not to take
drugs, smoke, and sometimes not to eat—or they
are given such short meal breaks that it creates
tension. The real reason for the agreements is to
alter internal chemistry, which generates anxiety
and hopefully causes at least a slight malfunction
of the nervous system, which in turn increases
the conversion potential.

Before  the  ga ther ing  i s  comple te ,  the
agreements will be used to ensure that the new
converts go out and find new participants. They
are intimidated into agreeing to do so before they
leave .  S ince  the  impor tance  of  keeping
agreements is so high on their priority list, the
converts will twist the arms of everyone they
know, attempting to talk them into attending a
free introductory session offered at a future date
by  the  organiza t ion .  The  new conver t s  a re
zealots. In fact, the inside term for merchandising
the largest and most successful human-potential
training is, “sell it by zealot!”

At least a million people are graduates and a
good percentage have been left with a mental
activation button that assures their future loyalty
and assistance if the guru figure or organization
ca l l s .  Think  about  the  po ten t ia l  po l i t i ca l
implications of hundreds of thousands of zealots
programed to campaign for their guru.

Be wary of an organization of this type that
offers  fol low-up sessions af ter  the seminar .
Follow-up sessions might be weekly meetings or
inexpensive seminars given on a regular basis
which the organization will attempt to talk you
into taking—or any regularly scheduled event
used to maintain control. As the early Christian
revivalists found, long-term control is dependent
upon a good follow-up system.

Alright. Now, let’s look at the second tip-off
that indicates conversion tactics are being used.
A schedule is maintained that causes physical and
mental fatigue. This is primarily accomplished by
long hours in which the participants are given no
opportunity for relaxation or reflection.

The third tip-off: techniques used to increase
the tension in the room or environment.
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Number four:  Uncertainty.  I  could spend
hours relating various techniques to increase
tension and generate uncertainty. Basically, the
participants are concerned about being “put on
the spot” or encountered by the trainers, guilt
feelings are played upon, participants are tempted
to verbally relate their innermost secrets to the
other  par t ic ipants  or  forced to  take  par t  in
activities that emphasize removing their masks.
One of the most  successful  human-potential
seminars forces the participants to stand on a
stage in front of the entire audience while being
verbal ly  a t tacked by  the  t ra iners .  A publ ic
opinion poll, conducted a few years ago, showed
that the number one most-fearful situation an
individual could encounter is to speak to an
audience .  I t  ranked above window washing
outside the 85 th floor of an office building. So
you can  imagine  the  fear  and  tens ion  th i s
situation generates within the participants. Many
faint, but most cope with the stress by mentally
going away. They literally go into an alpha state,
which automatically makes them many times as
suggestible as they normally are. And another
loop of the downward spiral into conversion is
successfully effected.

The fifth clue that conversion tactics are
being used is the introduction of jargon—new
terms that have meaning only to the “insiders”
who par t ic ipa te .  Vic ious  language  i s  a l so
frequently used, purposely, to make participants
uncomfortable.

The final tip-off is that there is no humor in
the  communica t ions—at  leas t  un t i l  the
participants are converted. Then, merry-making
and humor are highly desirable as symbols of the
new joy  the  par t ic ipants  have  supposedly
“found”.

I’m not saying that good does not result from
participation in such gatherings. It can and does.
But I contend it is important for people to know
what has happened and to be aware that continual
involvement may not be in their best interest.

Over the years, I’ve conducted professional
seminars  to  teach  people  to  be  hypnot i s t s ,
trainers, and counselors. I’ve had many of those
who conduct trainings and rallies come to me and
say, “I’m here because I know that what I’m
doing works,  but  I  don’t  know why.”  After
showing them how and why, many have gotten
out of the business or have decided to approach
it  differently or  in a much more loving and
supportive manner.

Many of these trainers have become personal
friends, and it scares us all to have experienced
the power of one person with a microphone and
a room full of people. Add a little charisma and
you can  count  on  a  h igh  percentage  of
convers ions .  The  sad  t ru th  i s  tha t  a  h igh
percentage of people want to give away their
power—they are true “believers”!

Cult gatherings or human-potential trainings
are an ideal environment to observe first-hand
what  i s  t echnica l ly  ca l led  the  “Stockholm
Syndrome”. This is a situation in which those
who are int imidated,  control led,  or  made to
suffer, begin to love, admire, and even sometimes
sexually desire their controllers or captors.

But let me inject a word of warning here: If
you think you can attend such gatherings and not
be affected, you are probably wrong. A perfect
example is the case of a woman who went to
Hait i  on a Guggenheim Fellowship to s tudy
Haitian Voodoo. In her report, she related how
the music eventually induced uncontrollable

bodi ly  movement  and  an  a l te red  s ta te  of
consciousness.  Although she understood the
process and thought herself above it, when she
began to feel herself become vulnerable to the
music, she attempted to fight it and turned away.
Anger  or  res i s tance  a lmos t  a lways  assures
convers ion .  A few moments  la te r  she  was
possessed by the music and began dancing in a
trance around the Voodoo meeting house. A brain
phase  had  been  induced  by  the  mus ic  and
excitement, and she awoke feeling reborn. The
only hope of attending such gatherings without
being affected is to be a Buddha and allow no
positive or negative emotions to surface. Few
people are capable of such detachment.

Before I go on, let’s go back to the six tip-
offs to conversion. I want to mention the United
States Government and military boot camp.

The Marine Corps talks about breaking men
down before “rebuilding” them as new men—as
Marines! Well, that is exactly what they do, the
same way a cult  breaks its people down and
rebuilds them as happy flower sellers on your
loca l  s t ree t  corner .  Every  one  of  the  s ix
conversion techniques are used in boot camp.
Considering the needs of the military, I’m not
making a judgement as to whether that is good or
bad. IT IS A FACT that the men are effectively
brainwashed. Those who won’t submit must be
discharged or spend much of their time in the brig.

DECOGNITION PROCESS

Once the initial conversion is effected, cults,
armed services, and similar groups cannot have
cynicism among their members. Members must
respond to commands and do as they are told,
otherwise they are dangerous to the organizational
control. This is normally accomplished in a three-
step Decognition Process.

Step One is ALERTNESS REDUCTION: The
cont ro l le rs  cause  the  nervous  sys tem to
malfunction, making it difficult to distinguish
be tween  fan tasy  and  rea l i ty .  This  can  be
accomplished in several ways. POOR DIET is
one; watch out for Brownies and Koolaid. The
sugar throws the nervous system off. More subtle
is the “SPIRITUAL DIET” used by many cults.
They eat only vegetables and fruits; without the
grounding of grains, nuts, seeds, dairy products,
fish or meat, an individual becomes mentally
“spacey”. INADEQUATE SLEEP is another primary
way to reduce alertness, especially when combined
with long hours of work or intense physical activity.
Also, being bombarded with intense and unique
experiences achieves the same result.

Step Two is PROGRAMED CONFUSION:
You are mentally assaulted while your alertness
i s  be ing  reduced  as  in  S tep  One .  This  i s
accomplished with a deluge of new information,
lectures, discussion groups, encounters or one-to-
one processing, which usually amounts to the
cont ro l le r  bombarding  the  ind iv idua l  wi th
questions.  During this phase of decognition,
reality and illusion often merge and perverted
logic is likely to be accepted.

S tep  Three  i s  THOUGHT STOPPING:
Techniques are used to cause the mind to go
“flat”. These are altered-state-of-consciousness
techniques that  ini t ial ly induce calmness by
giving the mind something simple to deal with
and focusing awareness. The continued use brings
on  a  fee l ing  of  e la t ion  and  eventua l ly
hallucination.  The result  is  the reduction of
thought and eventually, if used long enough, the

cessation of all thought and withdrawal from
everyone and everything except that which the
controllers direct. The takeover is then complete.
It is important to be aware that when members or
par t ic ipants  are  ins t ructed to  use  “ thought-
stopping” techniques, they are told that they will
benefit by so doing: they will become “better
soldiers” or “find enlightenment”.

There are three primary techniques used for
thought stopping. The first is MARCHING: the
thump, thump, thump beat literally generates
self-hypnosis and thus great susceptibility to
suggestion.

The second thought-stopping technique is
MEDITATION. If you spend an hour to an hour
and a half a day in meditation, after a few weeks,
there is a great probability that you will not
return to full beta consciousness. You will remain
in a f ixed state  of  alpha for  as  long as you
continue to meditate. I’m not saying this is bad—
if you do it yourself. It may be very beneficial.
But it is a fact that you are causing your mind to
go flat. I’ve worked with meditators on an EEG
machine and the results are conclusive: the more
you meditate,  the flatter your mind becomes
until, eventually and especially if used to excess
or in combination with decognition, all thought
ceases .  Some sp i r i tua l  g roups  see  th i s  as
n i rvana—which  i s  bu l l sh i t .  I t  i s  s imply  a
predictable physiological result. And if heaven on
Earth is non-thinking and non-involvement, I
really question why we are here.

The  th i rd  thought -s topping  technique  i s
CHANTING, and often chanting in meditation.
“Speaking in tongues” could also be included in
this category.

All three thought-stopping techniques produce
an altered state of consciousness. This may be
very good if YOU are controlling the process, for
you also control the input. I personally use at
least one self-hypnosis programming session
every day and I know how beneficial it is for me.
But you need to know if you use these techniques
to the degree of remaining continually in alpha
that, although you’ll be very mellow, you’ll also
be more suggestible.

TRUE BELIEVERS
& MASS MOVEMENTS

Before ending this section on conversion, I
want to talk about the people who are most
susceptible to it and about Mass Movements. I
am convinced  tha t  a t  l eas t  a  th i rd  of  the
popula t ion  i s  what  Er ic  Hoffer  ca l l s  “ t rue
believers”. They are joiners and followers—
people who want to give away their power. They
look for answers, meaning, and enlightenment
outside themselves.

Hoffer ,  who wrote  The True Bel iever ,  a
classic on mass movements, says, “true believers
are not intent on bolstering and advancing a
cherished self, but are those craving to be rid of
unwanted self. They are followers, not because of
a desire for self-advancement, but because it can
sat isfy their  passion for  self - renunciat ion!”
Hoffer also says that true believers “are eternally
incomplete and eternally insecure”!

I know this from my own experience. In my
years of communicating concepts and conducting
trainings, I have run into them again and again.
All I can do is attempt to show them that the
only thing to seek is the True Self within. Their
personal answers are to be found there and there
a lone .  I  communica te  tha t  the  bas ics  of
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spir i tual i ty  are  se l f - responsibi l i ty  and sel f -
actualization. But most of the true believers just
tell me that I’m not spiritual and go looking for
someone who will  give them the dogma and
structure they desire. Never underestimate the
potential danger of these people. They can easily
be molded into fanatics who will gladly work and
die for their holy cause.  It is a substitute for
their lost faith in themselves and offers them as
a subst i tute  for  individual  hope.  The Moral
Majority is made up of true believers. All cults
are composed of true believers. You’ll find them
in politics, churches, businesses, and social cause
groups. They are the fanatics in these organizations.

Mass  Movements  wi l l  usua l ly  have  a
charismatic leader. The followers want to convert
others to their way of living or impose a new
way of life—if necessary, by legislating laws
forcing others to their view, as evidenced by the
activities of the Moral Majority. This means
enforcement by guns or punishment, for that is
the bottomline in law enforcement.

A common ha t red ,  enemy,  or  devi l  i s
essential to the success of a mass movement. The
Born-Again Christians have Satan himself, but
that isn’t enough—they’ve added the occult, the
New Age thinkers and, lately,  all  those who
oppose their integration of church and politics, as
evidenced in their political reelection campaigns
aga ins t  those  who oppose  the i r  v iews .  In
revolutions, the devil is usually the ruling power
or aristocracy. Some human-potential movements
are far too clever to ask their graduates to join
anything, thus labeling themselves as a cult—but,
if you look closely, you’ll find that their devil is
anyone and everyone who hasn’t  taken their
training. There are mass movements without
devils but they seldom attain major status. The
True  Bel ievers  a re  menta l ly  unbalanced  or
insecure people, or those without hope or friends.
People don’t look for allies when they love, but
they do when they hate or become obsessed with
a cause. And those who desire a new life and a
new order feel the old ways must be eliminated
before the new order can be built.

PERSUASION TECHNIQUES

Persuasion isn’t technically brainwashing but
it  is the manipulation of the human mind by
another individual, without the manipulated party
being aware what caused his opinion shift. I only
have time to very basically introduce you to a
few of the thousands of techniques in use today,
but the basis of persuasion is always to access
your RIGHT BRAIN. The left half of your brain
is  analyt ical  and rat ional .  The r ight  s ide is
c rea t ive  and  imagina t ive .  That  i s  over ly
simplified but it makes my point. So, the idea is
to distract the left brain and keep it busy. Ideally,
the persuader generates an eyes-open altered state
of consciousness, causing you to shift from beta
awareness into alpha; this can be measured on an
EEG machine.

F i r s t ,  l e t  me  g ive  you  an  example  of
distracting the left brain.  Politicians use these
powerful techniques all the time; lawyers use
many variations which, I’ve been told, they call
“tightening the noose”.

Assume for a moment that you are watching
a  pol i t i c ian  g ive  a  speech .  F i r s t ,  he  might
generate what is called a “YES SET”. These are
statements that will cause listeners to agree; they
might  even unknowingly nod their  heads in
agreement. Next come the TRUISMS. These are

usually facts that could be debated but, once the
politician has his audience agreeing, the odds are
in the politician’s favor that the audience won’t
stop to think for themselves, thus continuing to
agree.  Last comes the SUGGESTION. This is
what the politician wants you to do and, since
you have been agreeing all along, you could be
persuaded to accept the suggestion.  Now, if
you’l l  l i s ten c losely  to  my pol i t ical  speech
[following], you’ll find that the first three are the
“yes set”, the next three are truisms and the last
is the suggestion.

“Ladies and gentlemen: are you angry about
high food prices? Are you tired of astronomical
gas  pr ices?  Are  you  s ick  of  ou t -of -cont ro l
inf la t ion?  Wel l ,  you  know the  Other  Par ty
allowed 18 percent inflation last year; you know
crime has increased 50 percent nationwide in the
last 12 months, and you know your paycheck
hardly covers your expenses any more. Well, the
answer to resolving these problems is to elect
me, John Jones, to the U.S. Senate.”

And I think you’ve heard all that before. But
you  might  a l so  watch  for  what  a re  ca l led
Imbedded Commands. As an example: On key
words, the speaker would make a gesture with his
left hand, which research has shown is more apt
to  access  your  r ight  bra in .  Today’s  media-
oriented politicians and spellbinders are often
carefu l ly  t ra ined  by  a  whole  new breed  of
specialist who are using every trick in the book—
both  o ld  and  new—to manipula te  you  in to
accepting their candidate.

The  concepts  and  techniques  of  Neuro-
Linguistics are so heavily protected that I found
out the hard way that to even talk about them
publicly or in print results in threatened legal
action. Yet Neuro-Linguistic training is readily
available to anyone willing to devote the time
and pay the price. It is some of the most subtle
and powerful  manipula t ion I  have yet  been
exposed to. A good friend who recently attended
a two-week seminar on Neuro-Linguistics found
that  many of  those she talked to during the
breaks were government people.

Another  technique that  I’m just  learning
about is unbelievably slippery; it is called an
INTERSPERSAL TECHNIQUE and the idea is to
say  one  th ing  wi th  words  bu t  p lan t  a
subconscious impression of something else in the
minds of the listeners and/or watchers.

Let me give you an example: Assume you are
watching a television commentator make the
following statement: “SENATOR JOHNSON is
assisting local authorities to clear up the stupid
mistakes of companies contributing to the nuclear
waste problems.” It sounds like a statement of
fact, but, if the speaker emphasizes the right
word, and especially if he makes the proper hand
gestures on the key words, you could be left with
the subconscious impression that Senator Johnson
is stupid.  That was the subliminal goal of the
statement and the speaker cannot be called to
account for anything.

Persuasion techniques are also frequently
used on a much smaller scale with just as much
effectiveness. The insurance salesman knows his
pitch is likely to be much more effective if he
can get you to visualize something in your mind.
This is right-brain communication.  For instance,
he might pause in his conversation, look slowly
around your livingroom and say, “Can you just
imagine  th is  beaut i fu l  home burning to  the
ground?” Of course you can! It is one of your
unconscious fears and, when he forces you to

v isua l ize  i t ,  you  a re  more  l ike ly  to  be
manipulated into signing for his insurance policy.

The Hare Krishnas, operating in every airport,
use  what  I  ca l l  SHOCK AND CONFUSION
techniques  to  d i s t rac t  the  le f t  b ra in  and
communicate directly with the right brain. While
waiting for a plane, I once watched one operate
for over an hour. He had a technique of almost
jumping in front of someone. Initially, his voice
was loud then dropped as he made his pitch to
take a book and contribute money to the cause.
Usua l ly ,  when  people  a re  shocked ,  they
immediately withdraw. In this case they were
shocked by the  s t range  appearance ,  sudden
mater ia l iza t ion  and  loud voice  of  the  Hare
Krishna devotee. In other words, the people went
into an alpha state for security because they
didn’t want to confront the reality before them.
In alpha, they were highly suggestible so they
responded to the suggestion of taking the book;
the moment they took the book, they felt guilty
and responded to the second suggestion: give
money. We are all conditioned that if someone
gives  us  someth ing ,  we  have  to  g ive  them
something in return—in that case, it was money.
While watching this hustler, I was close enough
to notice that many of the people he stopped
exhibited an outward sign of alpha—their eyes
were actually dilated.

SUBLIMINAL PROGRAMMING

Subliminals are hidden suggestions that only
your subconscious perceives. They can be audio,
hidden behind music, or visual, airbrushed into a
picture, flashed on a screen so fast that you don’t
consciously see them, or cleverly incorporated
into a picture or design.

Most audio subliminal reprograming tapes
of fe r  verba l  sugges t ions  recorded  a t  a  low
volume.  I  ques t ion  the  e f f icacy  of  th i s
technique—if subliminals are not perceptible,
they  cannot  be  e f fec t ive ,  and  subl imina ls
recorded  be low the  audib le  th reshold  a re
therefore useless.  The oldest audio subliminal
technique uses a voice that follows the volume of
the music so subliminals are impossible to detect
without a parametric equalizer. But this technique
is patented and, when I wanted to develop my
own l ine  of  subl imina l  audiocasse t tes ,
negotiations with the patent holder proved to be
unsatisfactory. My attorney obtained copies of
the  pa ten ts  which  I  gave  to  some ta len ted
Hollywood sound engineers ,  asking them to
create a new technique. They found a way to
psycho-acoustically modify and synthesize the
suggestions so that they are projected in the same
chord and frequency as the music, thus giving
them the effect of being part of the music. But
we found that in using this technique, there is no
way to reduce various frequencies to detect the
subl imina ls .  In  o ther  words ,  a l though the
suggestions are being heard by the subconscious
mind, they cannot be monitored with even the
most sophisticated equipment.

I f  we  were  ab le  to  come up  wi th  th i s
technique as easily as we did, I can only imagine
how sophisticated the technology has become,
wi th  unl imi ted  government  or  adver t i s ing
funding .  And I  shudder  to  th ink  about  the
propaganda and commercial manipulation that we
are exposed to on a daily basis. There is simply
no way to know what is behind the music you
hear. It may even be possible to hide a second
voice  behind  the  vo ice  to  which  you  a re
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l is tening.  The ser ies  by Wilson Bryan Key,
Ph.D., on subliminals in advertising and political
campaigns well documents the misuse in many
areas ,  espec ia l ly  pr in ted  adver t i s ing  in
newspapers, magazines, and posters.

The big question about subliminals is: do
they work? And I guarantee you they do. Not
only from the response of those who have used
my tapes, but from the results of such programs
as the subliminals behind the music in department
stores.  Supposedly, the only message is instructions
to not steal: one East Coast department store chain
reported a 37 percent reduction in thefts in the first
nine months of testing.

A 1984 article in the technical newsletter
Brain-Mind Bulletin states that as much as 99
percent of our cognitive activity may be “non-
conscious”,  according to the director  of  the
Laboratory for Cognitive Psychophysiology at the
University of Illinois. The lengthy report ends
with the statement, “these findings support the use
of subliminal approaches such as taped suggestions
for weight loss and the therapeutic use of hypnosis
and Neuro-Linguistic Programming.”

MASS MISUSE

I could  re la te  many s tor ies  tha t  suppor t
subliminal programming, but I’d rather use my
time to make you aware of even more subtle uses
of such programming.

I have personally experienced sitting in a Los
Angeles  audi tor ium with  over  ten  thousand
people who were gathered to listen to a current
charismatic figure. Twenty minutes after entering
the auditorium, I became aware that I was going
in  and  out  o f  an  a l te red  s ta te .  Those
accompanying me experienced the same thing.
Since it is our business, we were aware of what
was happening, but those around us were not. By
carefu l  observa t ion ,  what  appeared  to  be
spontaneous demonstrations were, in fact, artful
manipulations. The only way I could figure that
the eyes-open trance had been induced was that
a 6- to 7-cycle-per-second vibration was being
piped into the room behind the air conditioner
sound. That particular vibration generates alpha,
which  would  render  the  audience  h ighly
susceptible. Ten to 25 percent of the population
is capable of a somnambulistic level of altered
states of consciousness; for these people, the
suggestions of the speaker, if non-threatening,
could potentially be accepted as “commands”.

VIBRATO

This leads to  the mention of  VIBRATO.
Vibrato is the tremulous effect imparted in some
vocal or instrumental music, and the cyle-per-
second range causes people to go into an altered
state of consciousness. At one period of English
his tory ,  s ingers  whose  vo ices  conta ined
pronounced vibrato were not allowed to perform
publicly because listeners would go into an altered
state and have fantasies, often sexual in nature.

People who attend opera or enjoy listening to
singers like Mario Lanza are familiar with this
altered state induced by the performers.

ELFS

Now,  le t ’ s  car ry  th i s  awareness  a  l i t t l e
farther. There are also inaudible ELFs (extra-low
frequency waves). These are electromagnetic in
nature. One of the primary uses of ELFs is to

communicate with our submarines. Dr. Andrija
Puharich, a highly respected researcher, in an
attempt to warn U.S. officials about Russian use
of ELFs, set up an experiment. Volunteers were
wired so their brain waves could be measured on
an EEG. They were sealed in a metal room that
could not be penetrated by a normal signal.

Puharich then beamed ELF waves at  the
volunteers. ELFs go right through the earth and,
of course, right through metal walls. Those inside
couldn’t know if the signal was or was not being
sent. And Puharich watched the reactions on the
technical equipment: 30 percent of those inside
the room were taken over by the ELF signal in
six to ten seconds.

When I say “taken over,” I mean that their
behavior followed the changes anticipated at very
precise frequencies. Waves below 6 cycles per
second caused the  subjec ts  to  become very
emotionally upset, and even disrupted bodily
functions. At 8.2 cycles, they felt very high—an
elevated feeling, as though they had been in
masterful meditation, learned over a period of
years. Eleven to 11.3 cycles induced waves of
depressed agitation leading to riotous behavior.

THE NEUROPHONE

Dr. Patrick Flanagan is a personal friend of
mine. In the early 1960s, as a teenager, Pat was
listed as one of the top scientists in the world by
Life magazine. Among his many inventions was
a device he called the Neurophone—an electronic
ins t rument  tha t  can  success fu l ly  program
suggestions directly through contact with the
skin. When he attempted to patent the device, the
government demanded that he prove it worked.
When he did,  the National  Securi ty Agency
confiscated the neurophone. It took Pat two years
of legal battle to get his invention back.

In using the device, you don’t hear or see a
thing; it is applied to the skin, which Pat claims
is the source of special senses. The skin contains
more sensors for heat, touch, pain, vibration, and
electrical fields than any other part of the human
anatomy.

In one of his recent tests, Pat conducted two
identical seminars for a military audience—one
seminar  one  n ight  and  one  the  next  n ight ,
because the s ize  of  the  room was not  large
enough to accommodate all of them at one time.
When the first group proved to be very cool and
unwilling to respond, Patrick spent the next day
making a special  tape to play at  the second
seminar. The tape instructed the audience to be
extremely warm and responsive and for their
hands to become “tingly”. The tape was played
through the neurophone, which was connected to
a wire he placed along the ceiling of the room.
There were no speakers, so no sound could be
heard ,  ye t  the  message  was  success fu l ly
transmitted from that wire directly into the brains
of the audience.  They were warm and receptive,
their hands tingled and they responded, according
to programming, in other ways that I  cannot
mention here.

The more we f ind out  about  how human
beings work through today’s highly advanced
technological research, the more we learn to
control human beings. And what probably scares
me the most is that the medium for takeover is
already in place!  The television set  in your
livingroom and bedroom is doing a lot more than
just entertaining you.

Before I continue, let me point out something

else about an altered state of consciousness.
When you go into an altered state, you transfer
into right brain, which results in the internal
release of the body’s own opiates: enkephalins
and Beta-endorphins, chemically almost identical
to opium. In other words, it feels good—and you
want to come back for more.

Recent tests by researcher Herbert Krugman
showed that, while viewers were watching TV,
r igh t -bra in  ac t iv i ty  ou tnumbered  le f t -bra in
act ivi ty  by a  ra t io  of  two to  one.  Put  more
simply, the viewers were in an altered state—in
trance more often than not. They were getting
their Beta-endorphin “fix.”

To measure  a t ten t ion  spans ,
psychophysiologist Thomas Mulholland of the
Veterans Hospital in Bedford, Massachusetts,
attached young viewers to an EEG machine that
was wired to shut the TV set off whenever the
children’s brains produced a majority of alpha
waves .  Al though the  ch i ldren  were  to ld  to
concentrate, only a few could keep the set on for
more than 30 seconds!

Most viewers are already hypnotized. To
deepen the trance is easy.  One simple way is to
place a blank, black frame every 32 frames in the
film that is being projected. This creates a 45-
beat-per-minute pulsation perceived only by the
subconscious mind—the ideal pace to generate
deep hypnosis.

The commercials or suggestions presented
following this alpha-inducing broadcast are much
more likely to be accepted by the viewer.  The
high percentage of the viewing audience that has
somnambulistic-depth ability could very well
accept the suggestions as commands—as long as
those commands did not ask the viewer to do
something contrary to his morals, religion, or
self-preservation.

The medium for takeover is here. By the age
of 16, children have spent 10,000 to 15,000 hours
watching television—that is more time than they
spend in school! In the average home, the TV set
is on for six hours and 44 minutes per day—an
increase of nine minutes from last year and three
times the average rate of increase during the 1970s.

It  obviously isn’t  gett ing better—we are
rapidly moving into an alpha-level world—very
possibly the Orwellian world of 1984—placid,
g lassy-eyed ,  and  responding  obedien t ly  to
instructions.

A research project by Jacob Jacoby, a Purdue
University psychologist ,  found that of 2,700
people tested, 90 percent misunderstood even
such simple viewing fare as commercials and
Barnaby Jones. Only minutes after watching, the
typical viewer missed 23 to 36 percent of the
questions about what he or she had seen. Of
course they did—they were going in and out of
trance! If you go into a deep trance, you must be
ins t ruc ted  to  remember—otherwise  you
automatically forget.

I have just touched the tip of the iceberg.
When you start to combine subliminal messages
behind the music, subliminal visuals projected on
the screen, hypnotically produced visual effects,
sustained musical  beats at  a trance-inducing
pace—you have  ex t remely  e f fec t ive
bra inwashing .  Every  hour  tha t  you  spend
watch ing  the  TV se t  you  become more
conditioned. And, in case you thought there was
a law against any of these things, guess again.
There isn’t! There are a lot of powerful people
who obviously prefer things exactly the way they
are. Maybe they have plans for...?   
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11/17/98  #2    HATONN

RONN  JACKSON-V.K.  DURHAM
(GRANDMA) COALITION

It would appear that at least two of the Home
Crew were a bit insulted by calls yesterday from
Ronn Jackson.  He seems to have demanded
contact information for the people in Malaysia,
but when asked for “call-back” information,
refused to give his own location (for security, of
course).  BS, doubled!

He also said that he was now in charge of a
“Trust” or something in Tennessee or somewhere
in the Southeast U.S. and that I.D. numbers, etc.,
had been changed, registered and somehow replaced
whatever V.K. had going in the first place.

Hear me!!  Fine.  There seems to be some
great misunderstanding about anything we might
be doing and whatever Granny might be doing—
with or without Ronn Jackson.

We have, as a unit of people, done nothing
save help both Grandma V.K. and Ronn Jackson
in every way we could while being called very
nasty and hateful names and been receivers of
every nasty accusation that could be put forth—
including a threat (and carrythrough) of charges
through the Attorney General’s office and thus
and so.  Again, fine.

I  wil l  repeat  what  one of  Bush’s closest
partners, other than Russell Herman himself, said
the Treasury-Fed had to say about V.K. Durham:
“We are gonna’ just let ‘er die.”  Did that mean
death as in Russell’s  circumstance or is  the
indication that somehow they will just let her
hang herself or just let the whole affair die out as in
“fade away”.  Again, fine with us on all accounts.

I  wil l  repeat  information regarding Rick
Martin in relationship to both Russell Herman
and V.K. Durham.

Rick Martin tried every way possible to help,
through us, V.K. Durham to accomplish whatever
she  had  in  mind—PER HIS PROMISE TO
RUSSELL HERMAN.  Things got, finally, too
entangled  and  “hot”  by  th i s  person  ca l led
Grandma, and by the appearance of ones who had
helped Russell accomplish his transaction with
Rick, prior to Russell’s death by over a year, that
his very life was threatened just by the holding in
security certain documents.

In order to protect Mr. Martin, the assignment
was re-assigned to Global Alliance in order to have
corporate shelter and registration with the State.

Is the contract or assignment valid or properly
executed?  Well ,  i t  appears  to  be and legal
counse l  has  s tud ied  the  documents  and
assignments and validated the material.  There
has been absolutely no effort made to change
anything for or against any other documents.
V.K. Durham had already done her cute tricks

with issuance and withdrawal (which was unlawful
in any instance according to legal counsel) along the
way while lying about trust structures and
threatening all manners of disaster upon our heads—
including my own (Hatonn).  Again: FINE.

Now our people are intimidated by Ronn
Jackson?  Why, for goodness sakes?  Our best
wishes are that he and Granny do a bang-up job
of funding something (anything) as they both owe
the Phoenix Ins t i tu te  a  whole  big  bunch of
money—and CONTACT at  least  $40 mil l ion
dollars.  That would easily allow us to “go away”
from any annoyance in their arena.

So what  are  we,  the t iny team, doing in
foreign places?  We are trying, just like always,
to work a Phoenix Institute plan of loans with use
of gold.  Therefore, what does it tell you about
the opposition working against us?  They have no
not ion about  TRUTH, HONOR, OR LEGAL
DISPOSITIONS.

Mr. Jackson, having been incarcerated at the
time of original problems with V.K. and her
“trust” (both the trust and her trustees), might
wel l  need some miss ing informat ion.   V.K.
Durham cannot seem to even re-copy, correctly,
information from one piece of paper to another.
Therefore it would have been to Mr. Jackson’s
better benefit to simply have checked with us
prior to doing the back-stabbing, clandestine
operations.  There is nothing to hide here, there
or elsewhere.  We publish Truth and will continue
to do so.  It is not an insult—unless, of course, the
lies are burying the liars.  There are no lies here and
consequently I suggest that Granny and Ronn do
whatever they feel urged to do.  However, we are
NOT going to foot the bill for more calls, more
entanglements, or any such trashing.

I suggest that Ronn be given information as to
how to reach Rick, but I suggest HE NOT BE
SURPRISED IF RICK IS NOT PRESENT WHEN
CALLED.  This is not to avoid phone calls, but
obviously the team is traveling and the contacted
parties are having to be referred to Corporate
Headquarters to stop the barrage of this type of
insult to the people in Tehachapi.

There have been several attempts from the
Big Boys to either set us up, buy us out, pay
“hush money” and other types of stupid games, so
one  more  i s  not  going  to  do  much to  undo
nervous breakdowns OR CAUSE THEM.

We are most happy to have Ronn free again
and our realization is that it is far more healthy
for  us ,  and  for  h im,  cer ta in ly ,  to  no t  even
consider proximity or friendships as such other
than perhaps from “long-distance”.  We will be
happy to borrow, as we always are, whatever hard
money they will lend us from their successful
funding operation, to purchase gold and serve the
Institute.  If this is not exciting enough, then I
suppose we can rekindle some more interesting

View From Malaysia

Is Ronn Jackson Up

To His Old Con Tricks?

interchanges, but there is no ability to depend on
V.K. Durham to keep her contracts—on any
account.  She doesn’t seem to know that a “final”
assignment of something is not overridden by her
changing attitudes day by day or threats that
somehow we got a whole bunch of something and
she didn’t.  Wow—Ronn has perhaps met his
match  and  good luck  to  bo th ,  o r  e i ther—
whichever comes first.

We are told that he “found V.K.” and this means,
we assume, that it was difficult?  Come now!

As for other documents which would have
ended the team up in prison as regards other
transactions—those are sitting securely off-shore
and we would be happy to assign them back to
Mr.  Jackson,  a l though we wi l l  f i rs t  legal ly
remove  our  corpora te  re fe rence  f rom the
instrument as to holder thereof.

It might be noted that for a couple of days
longer any member of my team in Malaysia can
be reached directly through the Concorde Hotel in
Kuala Lumpur.  I regret that there is no 800
number or collect-call availability.  Actually this
is not quite true—we can’t afford any further
expenditures on failed adventures.  [Editor’s
note:  The direct dial phone number is: 011-603-
244-2200 for  the Concorde Hotel;  their  fax
number is: 011-603-244-1628.  Keep in mind that
the local time in Kuala Lumpur is approximately
15 hours ahead of USA West Coast time.]

My team, however, is embarrassed enough by
the turn of idiotic events regarding heads of state.
Mr. Gore just about disgorged the U.S. from
further consideration of anything other than total
disgust by his meddling, lying statements to APEC.
And, OH YES HE DID EXACTLY THAT!  Doesn’t
Billy Clinton see the handwriting on HIS WALL?
Well, he was smart enough to refuse to come to
Malaysia and press the focus on political
manipulation and they sent the hit man instead.
What a stupid thing to do!  Good luck, America!

Now, what do I suggest for readers who might
be  contac ted  by  V.K.  or  Ronn Jackson  for
something or other, especially funding?  Do what
you want to do, but it would seem to me that
enough should be quite enough.  And I repeat that
I wish them well because perhaps Ronn can pull
off some magic or miracle.  I don’t believe he
can travel legally outside the U.S., however, and
my doubts  about  his  abi l i ty  to  “cut  a  deal”
without traveling or having someone capable of
traveling are substantial.  Perhaps Grandma can
do the traveling, but if she tells off her host as
she has everyone else she has met, including us
AND RONN JACKSON, she is not going to be
very well  received.   That ,  however,  is  their
problem and none of our own.

By the way, to the interested and curious
inquirers on this topic, I would suggest that there
WERE DELAYED DEPARTURES FOR
ALBRIGHT TO MEET WITH FUJIMORO OF
PERU.  HUMMNNnnnn.  And, let me just tell
you that the controlling entities in Peru are such
as ,  and to  quote:  “JP Morgan,  ABN-AMRO
Rothschild, Citibank, Credit Suisse/First Boston,
Merrill Lynch, Salomon Brothers, and Santander
Investment.”  And from what did I quote this?
PERU INVESTMENT PERSPECTIVES:  A
COUNTRY ON THE MOVE.  This, further, was
only off “one” document.  So, what do you think
might have continued to happen with #3392-181?
If  V.K.  th inks  she  can do some convers ion
alone—more and more power to her, but leaving
God out of her program might just prove to be a
bit “much”.  So again, GOOD LUCK.  And if the
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plan is to discredit us somehow—we aren’t doing
anything that CAN BE DISCREDITED.  Do we
have some impressive contacts now?  Indeed!
And moreover ,  they  recognize  our  to ta l
commitment to integrity and honesty.

Honest business works fine or not at all—and
everyone  i s  go ing  to  lose  i f  bad  bus iness
continues to be allowed—which it appears will be
the case in almost all instances.

Does this mean that any “shared” returns
from our own program are off-limits to the user?
No, it means that we will NOT use our portion
for any trading or hedge purposes.  We cannot
control what any other participant does with his/
hers.  We have no intention of even asking and,
moreover in this focus—we welcome anyone who
can do whatever he/she can do to make his/her
own program work well .   Our share wil l  be
managed in the way laid forth—EVERY TIME.

I personally met with some Russians who are
most receptive and gracious.  You see, world, you
have been lied to for so long that you have no
idea  what  i s  fac t  and  what  i s  mind- t ra ined
(tricked) fabrication.

Russell Herman saw this event of probable
misuse and abuse coming and he tried to avoid
more damage upon humankind through his former
tampering with help and service unto the Elite
destroyers.  So be it.  He did what he could—we
have done what we could.  He did not leave this
treasure to Rick or to V.K.—he asked ME to see
to doing what could be done to recover somewhat
from the damages.  I see no point in helping
where there is no intent to change.  What of
Bibles and certificates?  What of them?

Will I assist V.K. to have the kind of power
and exert tyranny upon you and the world by total
success?  I t  i sn’ t  any of  my business .   She
denounced my team and tried to turn them over to
the Attorney General (according to her statements in
direct communications to everyone on her FAX list).
She told me to “get my ass from over the side of the
craft and get back to my station”. Good IDEA!

We actually look forward to hearing from
anyone concerning this matter so don’t hesitate to
call for there seems some misunderstanding in
that we are somehow difficult to find.

We didn’t quit helping provide support for
V.K. until there simply were no more funds to do
so.  There were no funds to assist in placement
for  her  a t  the  t ime she  was  appea l ing  for
assistance.  We do not know where she is but the
assumption is that she has relocated since we
know that even Mr. Jackson was having to search
for her location—and he had been to visit her
shortly before his own incarceration this last time.

If part of the objection is that we write and
offer public information freely—it is because we
have NOTHING TO HIDE FROM ANYONE.
And I repeat: we could use some help so we
certainly do wish them well—remember, money
is neither good nor bad, it “just is”.  But we will
be beholden to no one ever again except in clearly
legal transactions as set forth through laws and
regulations in any geographic location in which you
might find us.  THREATS DO NOT TOUCH US
LONGER.  HOWEVER, THREATS DO NOW
ALERT THE INTERNATIONAL POLICE WHO
ARE OBLIGATED, NOW, TO PROTECT US.

I would remind everyone that if people will
turn for their own greed and selfishness against
former supporters and loyal friends—no one is
going to trust them for ANYTHING.  Man has
not really sunk so low as to not know when the
“players” are having a go at him.   

Asia-Pacific Economic  Cooperation
(APEC)

Pacific Economic Cooperation Council
(PECC)

& The Asia-Pacific People’s Assembly
(APPA)

PART I:
VIEW  FROM  THE

RAZOR’S  EDGE

11/16/98    RICK  MARTIN

As I begin writing this story in the open-air
lobby of  The Mines Beach Resort & Hotel in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, I can’t help but notice
the teakwood walls with carved chairs to match.
The slow-moving fans circulate the heavy air on
this typically ninety-something-degree day, with
humidity to match.  The chair I’m seated in looks
out over the water as it cascades, amidst palms
and ferns, down over the boulders to the shallow
turquoise-blue lagoon below.  Behind it a water-
taxi pulls away on the man-made lake adjoining
the hotel pool, which is more like a pond with
white sand for the shoreline, just outside the hotel
lobby.  Funny thing is, this is inland some 40
miles at the recently constructed home of the
1998 APEC summit held at the nearby Palace of
the Golden Horses, on the opposite side of the
lake, and also at Cyberjaya some distance away,
in the heart of the Multimedia Super Corridor
(Malaysia’s answer to Silicon Valley).  The lake
covers the scars from Hong Fat’s former tin mine,
hence the name “The Mines” Resort & Hotel.
Always overcast, with patches of blue during the
days, monsoon rainfall in the evenings, it takes some
getting used to—but compared to the 30 degree (or
less) evening temperatures now in Tehachapi,
somehow this adjustment seems amusing.

Security at the summit is T I G H T, although
there was no difficulty in getting a press-pass for
the event.  The summit is being held, naturally,
in stages.  The full length of the event is from
November 12-18.  APEC, consisting of the heads
of state, is from November 16-18.  I’ll write this
story chronologically, thereby maintaining some
form of continuity for you, the reader.  As it turns
out, during the first day of the summit when the
senior officials gathered, the media was allowed
into the room for 5 minutes, and then asked to
leave.  After that, all subsequent sessions were
behind closed doors with no press allowed.  I’m
told this is standard for APEC.  So what you have

then are hordes of camera crews and press people
sitt ing on the floors,  crowding the halls and
looking  l ike  a  min i -Uni ted  Nat ions  forum,
everyone searching for a “scoop”.  Wearing a
press-badge in Malaysia is a lot like wearing a
target that says Public Enemy Number One, but
the natives are friendly indeed, ever ready with a warm
smile and a helping, gracious attitude that warms the
heart and softens the frazzled nerves.  In a place where
all races TRULY live as one people, the ease of social
exchange is a welcome change from the often tension-
filled atmosphere in the cities of America today.

The senior officials and ministers (the term
used for the high-level diplomats) are tight lipped
unt i l  one  of  them e lec ts  to  ho ld  a  press -
conference to clue everyone in on what is (or is
not, as the case may be) taking place.  Naturally,
this year the topic on, literally, everyone’s mind
is THE ECONOMIC CRISIS.  I find that one can
find out more about what is taking place reading
the morning paper than by physical ly being
present amidst the swarming hordes of story-
seeking media hounds.   Sort ing through the
PAGES of APEC-related stories in the daily
newspapers, one can’t help but ask the age-old
ques t ion  tha t  has  p lagued  man for  years—
“Where’s the beef?”  Malaysia’s Prime Minister
Mahathir said it well (as usual), “We cannot miss
even one international forum and let it go without
our bringing to their attention the problem raised by
currency speculation.”  Later, “We call a spade a
spade.  They (foreigners) are used to not being
criticized, but will criticize others.  So when they get
a dose of the same medicine, they cannot take it.”

There  are  so  many meet ings  in  so  many
rooms, and also so many press conferences and
informal sessions, one person cannot physically
cover it all.  If you read ENOUGH, there are
clues as to what is taking place behind the closed
doors of these plush walls.  Interestingly enough,
simultaneously to APEC & the APCC is another
event, in another location, called the APPA—kind
of a Berkeley, People’s Park coalition of grass-roots
international organizations voicing opposition to
globalization.  Actually there are so many causes
represented it becomes difficult to separate the “Free
Anwar” faction from the “Abolish Land Mines in
Indonesia” group.  That’s an exaggeration, but you
get my meaning.  While that sounds like a put-down,
I don’t mean it to.  This meeting consists of many
serious-minded, devoted people who are VERY well
informed in their specific topic-areas.

Sitting in the opening press conference at
APPA, a beautiful Thai reporter leans over and
says to me, “Didn’t we meet in Bangkok?”  Her
smile would melt the ice at Glacier National Park,
but I digress.

Irene Fernandez comments that the ravages of
the Asian financial crisis have revealed the ugly
side of globalization.  One effect, she says, is that
wealth is now held by 450 billionaires worldwide.

First-Hand Report On Global

Economic Summit In Malaysia
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“Not knowing what to do with their money, they
created a casino economy for financial speculation
and currency trading.  We have to return to the real
economy, where people’s needs are met,” she says.

Quoting from one opinion column in the
November 15th edition of the  New Straits Times,
we read, “They (APPA) tell people that APEC
will remove restrictions on what big business and
fore ign  inves tors  can  do;  i t  i s  secre t ,
unaccountable and undemocratic; costs jobs by
opposing tar i f fs ;  and favors  the  r ich  a t  the
expense of the poor.  And that APEC sees no role
for rights of indigenous peoples; views inequality
as inevitable; claims there is no alternative to free
trade; and separates economic issues from their
social, cultural, labor and environmental effects.
Convincing the public that APEC is not worth it
will not be simple, but APPA is sending out the
signal that it, too, means business.”

Prior to the major meetings of APEC, the
PECC held a press-conference to explain their
position.  What is PECC?  The PECC “is an
independent, policy-oriented organization of high
leve l  bus iness ,  academic  and  government
representatives from 23 Asia-Pacific economies.
It aims to foster economic development in the
region by providing a forum for discussion and
cooperation in a wide range of economic areas.
These include trade and investment policies,
financial and capital market developments, human
resource development, minerals, energy, food and
agriculture, Pacific economic outlook, science
and technology, fisheries,  transportation and
telecommunications.  PECC is also the only non-
governmental  body among the three official
observers in APEC.”

This year, PECC urged strong APEC action
on the crisis issues.  PECC called on APEC to
adopt immediate measures to bolster investor
confidence and restore capital flows in the crisis-
plagued economies in Asia.   Specifically, they
made four recommendations:

First, APEC leaders must remain united in
their commitment to integration through free and
open markets for trade and investment.

Second, APEC leaders must remain united in
their commitment to transparency (a word heard
A LOT here) and the facili tation of a stable
business environment and to their commitment to
avoid protectionist business policies.

Third, APEC leaders must remain united in
their  commitment  to  embark on a  capaci ty-
building program which will not only address the
immediate needs of the crisis but will also ensure
that all APEC economies have the attributes to
meet the challenges of openness and equitably
reap the rewards it brings.

Fourth, the region urgently needs greater
cooperation on financial matters.  APEC leaders
need to demonstrate that they are united in a
determined commitment to stabilize,  reform,
strengthen and further develop financial and
capital markets.

APPA also  s t ressed “ . . .APEC leaders  to
recognize the value of a process of peer review
of macroeconomic performance and, in particular,
the financial sectors of APEC economies.”

At a press conference Roberto R. Romulo,
PECC chair ,  sa id ,  “ the United States  wants
concrete deliverables, that’s APEC-speak.”

Tariffs emerge as a major concern at this
year’s APEC summit.  The senior officials of
member economies continued their deliberations
on the quest ion of  l iberal izat ion and tar iffs
d ismant l ing .   They  were  working  hard  a t

formula t ing  a  “cred ib le  package”  wi th
participation by all members in nine sectors for
the Ear ly  Voluntary Sectoral  Liberal izat ion
(EVSL).  But many non-participants complained
loudly that APEC was getting bogged-down in
discussions limited to “forestry and fisheries” and
EVSL and they were missing the boat entirely
with regard to the real issue at hand, namely, the
economic crisis.   Somewhat defensively, the
response  f rom APEC off ic ia ls  was  tha t  the
AGENDA ISSUE of the economic crisis would
only be initially raised on Sunday, November 15.

As the name suggests, Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation, the TONE of the meetings among
the member nations is one of cooperation.  When
some media representatives implied that there
may be some friction being created by certain
countries (Canada, the United States, and Japan
were the countries named), in a briefing by Yb
Dato’ Seri Rafidah Aziz, Malaysia’s International
Trade and Industry Minister, she clarified the
point:  “What is this?  It’s about cooperation.

“We have to realize that members have their
own problems domestically.  They have reasons,
and most of them have valid reasons, as to why
they cannot open up their market for particular
products in certain sectors.  We have to accept
these difficulties.”

Rafidah said APEC was not about two or
three countries pushing another country to open
up their market.  “That is not APEC.  Even the
World Trade Organization is not pushing people
to the wall.  We don’t do that and Malaysia does
not subscribe to that kind of attitude.”

Moving now to Monday, November 16th, at
the opening of the APEC Business Summit at the
Putra World Trade Center,  Malaysia’s Prime
Minister Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohammad
said, “We should not reject globalization.  It has
to come to this shrinking world.  But the big and
the powerful can be magnanimous and accord the
small and the weak time and latitude to prepare
and make adjustments.”

Displayed at the World Trade Center were
exhibitors from around the globe in this APEC-
re la ted  t rade  fa i r .   Many h i - tech  i tems are
displayed including the latest in solar technology,
high resolution DVD (digital) televisions, to the
latest in aerospace aircraft from single seats on
up to your basic military plane.  All in all, an
impressive cross-section of  products.

The d ispute  over  the  EVSLs (caused by
Japan’s  unwi l l ingness  to  cu t  t a r i f f s  in  the
poli t ical ly-sensi t ive sectors of  f isheries and
forestry) was resolved today by submitting the
package to the World Trade Organization.  Japan
was understandably pleased with the deferment.

Meanwhile, Prime Minister Mahathir met with
Peruvian President  Alber to  Fuj imore.   U.S.
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright met in a
closed-door session with Datin Seri Dr. Wan
Azizah, wife of Anwar (who is currently on trial
in  Kuala  Lumpur) .   Albr ight  a lso  met  wi th
President Fujimore.

In the meantime, at the Twin Towers in Kuala
Lumpur,  150 protestors WERE sprayed with
water laced with a yellow-colored substance
which won’t wash off.  It was stated that this will
make it easier for the police to identify those
involved.   Around th is  same t ime (perhaps
earlier) there was also a protest rally by some
representat ives of  the Asia-Pacif ic  People’s
Assembly (APPA).  Were they the ones sprayed?
Only the shadow knows.

While all the fanfare of dignitaries arriving

escorted by throngs of police escorts,  sirens
blaring, is taking place, the question remains,
“What ,  o f  subs tance ,  i s  ACTUALLY being
accomplished here?”  From al l  EXTERNAL
appearances, NOT MUCH.  There is much ado
about nothing and a lot of rhetoric but li t t le
REAL substance.  You can read pages and pages
in the newspapers about all of the meeting, the
private sessions, the bi-lateral talks—and what
conclusion will you reach?  So far, it is a VERY
EXPENSIVE SHOW, nothing more.

PART II:
WHEN  WORLD

LEADERS  MEET

11/18/98    RICK  MARTIN

Even in the November 20th edition of Asia
Week we read, right up front, “Few expect great
achievements from the upcoming round of APEC
meet ings  and  conc luding  summit  in  Kuala
Lumpur.  But hopes that the traditional sideshow
‘business summit’—this year organized by a handful
of organizations led by the APEC Business Advisory
Council—might be productive are fading too.”

In the meet ing of  some of  Wall  Street’s
largest investment firms on the 16th, there was
agreement that there should be some form of
regulatory environment to discipline the hedge-
fund players while ruling out a regulated hedge-
fund market.  The issue of controlling currency
trading was a widely discussed topic among
ABAC delegates.  There was general agreement that
“rogue currency speculators” were the main culprits
in the Asia economic crisis.  One U.S. delegate said
that currency trading could not be transparent
because then traders would have to disseminate
information, which they obtained, to the market.
“This would reduce their competitive advantage.  It
is unrealistic to make currency trading transparent.”

Malaysia’s Prime Minister,  Dr. Mahathir,
commented that most leaders whom he’s met with
have voiced support  for  some regulat ion in
cur rency  t rad ing—an i ssue  of  par t icu la r
consequence for Malaysia and the other attending
nations of APEC.

Peruvian  Pres ident  Alber to  Fuj imor i
expressed concern over the possibility that the
Asian economic crisis would spill over to Latin
America.  “If the crisis comes to Latin America,
it will rebound back to Southeast Asia, so this is an
international problem that we have to stop,” he said.

In the meantime, U.S. Vice-President Al Gore
spoke at  the APEC Business Summit  dinner
attended by 1,000 business leaders.  Gore spoke
in support of the so-called reformasi movement.
Quoting from an 11-17 article appearing in the
New Stra i t s  T imes ,  “He  a l luded  to  how
democracies were faring better in the economic
crisis than nations ‘suppressing freedom’.

“And so ,  among na t ions  suf fe r ing  f rom
economic crises, we continue to hear calls for
democracy, calls for reform in many languages—
People’s Power, Doi Moi, Reformasi.

“We hear them today—right here, right now—
among the brave people of Malaysia.”

Gore continued with,  “Citizens who gain
democracy also gain the opportunity and the
obligation to root out corruption and cronyism, to
support fair regulation that protects consumers
and  bus iness ,  to  press  for  sus ta inable
development that protects the environment, to
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gain access to education and healthcare, to uphold
impartial justice and the rule of law.

“And the citizens who launch these reforms
will help their countries prosper—as investors put
their money and their faith in democracy, and
pull it out of nations where decisions are rigged,
where  b loa ted  bureaucrac ies  sus ta in  on ly
themselves, where contracts are not honored and
where the government swallows up tax revenues
without working for the people.”

Malays ian  In te rna t iona l  and  Trade  and
Indus t ry  Minis te r  Datuk  Ser i  Raf idah  Aziz
criticized Gore’s keynote address, saying it spoilt
the mood of the APEC and ABEC functions.

She said it was the “most disgusting speech”
she had ever heard in her life.  “It is a pity the
whole function was spoilt by that.”

She  sa id  her  Amer ican  and  o ther  APEC
friends from the business sector had apologized
as they were disgusted as well.

“Well, I suppose you’ll expect it as there are
narrow-minded people in this world...It certainly
reflects unabashed intervention in local affairs
and, unfortunately, he did not even understand
what is going on in this country.

“And,  to  ta lk  about  people  power  when
demonstrations are taking place in Indonesia,
where lives were lost, and condoning that?”

She said she did not expect a foreign leader
to run down a country like this and incite matters.

“For heaven’s sake try to understand what is
happening in the country before you open your
mouth and put your big foot in.”

On Gore’s leaving before the dinner, she said
it was also rude of  him and “not reflective of the
Americans” she knew.

In the 11-18 edition of the Malaysian New
Straits Times  criticism of Gore’s speech was
RESOUNDING with headings such as:  Blatant
Interference In Malaysia’s Affairs; Remarks
Ref lect  An Arrogant ,  Ignorant  Person;
Ministers and Politicians Slam Support For
Movement;  Appal l ing  Performance ,  says
Former US Envoy; Chorus Of Outrage Over
US Veep’s Gross Interference; MPs Hit Out At
Gore Over His ‘Uncivilized’ Remarks; US V-P
Gore  Needs  Urgent  Lesson On Malays ia;
Demonstrations Do Not Imply Democracy; US
Vice-President Rude, and then on the opinion
page ,  An Open Letter To Al Gore:  Rude,
Immoral  and Not  Welcome;  Speech
“Reinforces Image Of US As A Bully”; and
finally, Gross Interference By United States.
Under one of these headlines we read:  Foreign
newspapers commenting on US Vice-President
Al Gore’s speech in Kuala Lumpur on Monday
describe it as having breached the rules of
courtesy, an unfortunate diplomatic gaffe and
one that left the APEC meetings in shambles.

Tan Sri Raman Navaratnam of the Sungei Way
Group of Companies said Gore had been guilty of
bad manners.  “I cannot f ind a more suitable term
in English other than bad breeding, arrogance and
insensitivity,” he said.  This is the tone of most
of the above-mentioned articles.

Amidst this controversy, according to the
recent reports, Gore’s remarks failed to deter
APEC leaders from entering into discussions on
“substantive economic issues”.

In the meantime, half a world away, World
Bank pres ident  James  Wolfensohn  sa id  on
Tuesday that he believed the global economic
crisis is coming close to an end.  “I can’t tell you
whether we have reached the bottom, but my
guess is we are pretty close to it,”  he said.

In other words, “Go back to sleep, children.”
As a result of the Economic Leaders’ Summit

comes the following:

The Declaration:  The Leaders
*   SUPPORT ef forts  by  mult i lateral
development  banks  to  use  innovat ive
financial instruments to help catalyze and
leverage private sector capital flows;
· AGREE to strengthen the international
financial architecture, to capture the full
benefits of international capital flows and
global market, while minimizing the risk of
destructive disruptions;
·  WELCOME the progress of the trade
liberalization under the early voluntary
sectoral liberalization;
·  INSTRUCT Ministers to give further
focus to strengthen co-ordination in Ecotec
activities and intensify work in the priority
areas;
·  RECOGNIZE the  need to  rev iew i t s
activities,  structure and mechanisms as
APEC enters its 10th year;
·  DIRECT Minis ters  to  work with  the
World Bank, Asian Development Bank and
the Inter-American Development Bank to
formulate strategies of concrete actions
aimed at strengthening social safety nets;
· CALL on Finance Ministers to develop
fast  measures  to  implement  proposals
concerning strengthening the international
financial systems;
· ATTACH “special urgency” to examine

issues concerning capital flows;
· DIRECT Finance Ministers to look for
innovative ways to promote the recovery of
capital flows into the region;
· ENDORSE the 1998 Kuala Lumpur Action
Program on Skills Development in APEC; and
·  INSTRUCT Minis ters  to  deve lop a
framework for the integration of women in
APEC.

On the final day of APEC, the leaders said
tha t  the  on-going  process  to  s t rengthen
international financial market systems should be
continued in a bigger forum of industrialized and
emerging economies.

At  the  c lose  of  the  meet ing ,  a t  a  p ress
conference, Dr. Mahathir said  it was quiet clear
that other APEC countries subscribed to Malaysia’s
views for these activities (concerning capital flows)
to be regulated.  Asked to comment on what is seen
as the declaration falling short of his calls for
currency trading to be regulated, Dr. Mahathir said
the leaders had agreed that this issue was urgent.

So now the s treets  of  Kuala Lumpur are
markedly  QUIET.   No more  motorcades  of
officials being escorted, surrounded by police
with sirens shrieking.  The place, somehow, feels
“back to normal”.  One thing is certain, Malaysia
was a gracious host for the APEC Summit, even
if SOME visitors were not so polite.   As an
American I was ASHAMED by the actions of our
Vice-President.  He set back US/Asian relations 10
years.  Although, fortunately for the West, the
Malaysians are too polite to say so.   
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11/23/98    #1  HATONN

“REFORMASI HEROES”

I ask that the picture on the front page of
the NEW STRAITS TIMES be run along with this
writing.  [Editor’s note:  The picture Commander
asked us to run is not available.  The caption
that  goes  wi th  the  p ic ture  says:   “MOB
VIOLENCE...A man being beaten to death in the
Ambonese-Javanese clash in Jakarta yesterday—
AFP picture.”]

Here, Mr. Gore, are your young heroes in
action—sorry we can’t offer a “color” rendition
of  the picture  for  i t  i s  so much the more
impressive with its blood-soaked living (dead??)
color.  Since the victim has his arm up to protect
himself, it was likely his last living act.  The
man is someone’s son, brother, husband, father.
THIS IS REFORMASI FOR DEMOCRATIC
ASIA IN LIVING REALISM.

THANK YOU, MR. GORE.  AND BEING A
REFLECTION OF MR.  CLINTON’S
THOUGHTS AND PRESENTATION WHILE IN
MALAYSIA—THANK YOU BILLY ZIPPER.

We have to further assume, since this is what
you, Mr. Gore, praised as Democratic change in
action for reform, exactly what is being reformed
and in which direction?  Malaysia, for instance,
is one of the most integrated and beautifully
coopera t ive  soc ie t ies  we  have  wi tnessed
ANYWHERE.

When the Zionists treat violence in action as
a good thing,  then you have Zionists—not
Islamic people, Muslims, or Christ-ians.  There
is nothing Christ-like in beating a fellow citizen
to death in the middle of the street, whether it
be Jakarta, Washington D.C., or Los Angeles.
“But I meant...”. stutters Gore, and shudders
Clinton, “I meant...”.  What exactly did you
mean?  For THIS is what you get and have
gotten every day since your wondrous inter-
na t ion  hea l ing  conference  for  economic
cooperation.

AH, BUT YOU PUPPETS DO NOT WRITE
YOUR OWN SPEECHES—DO YOU?
THEREFORE, EXACTLY WHO GAVE YOU
THE SPEECH AND THE GROSS AND STUPID
IDEAS TO PARROT ON A STAGE AND
MAKE FOOLS OF YOURSELVES?

And YOU demand to get into Saddam’s
bedroom to  check  for  weapons  of  “mass

destruction”.  Perhaps you had best look to the
Oval Office and around Washington for your
weapons of mass destruction—attached to your
top leaders (so-called).

I ask also to run a couple of cartoons from
“over here” and see if you as a U.S. nation can
argue the points expressed.  The only interesting
thing incorrect about the usual depiction of
Clinton is that of wearing a helmet—he would
better be expressed as with a “beanie” and
perhaps even a “beanie baby”.

But does Clinton have anything to do with
actual government activities of a major sort?  Of
course not.  Remember the surprise punishment
bombing of Iraq the last time?  Clinton was
asleep at the time (perhaps even in the Oval
Office) and KNEW NOTHING OF IT UNTIL
AFTER THE FACT.   The  ac ts  a re  be ing
orchestrated, ordered and carried out by the new
Jewish Israeli  Homeland (Alan Dershowitz)
teams of REFORMASI.

In addition to the incredible suggestion that
street rioters and killers are heroes, it seems that
now Salomon Smith Barney and Goldman Sachs
are  here  to  “save” the  people  and protect
proper ty  so  the
raiders don’t get
it.  And all this
under  the  n ice
v o l u n t a r y
ass i s tance  of
B r o o k i n g s
Ins t i tu te  of  the
Royal Institute in
London.   Wow!
You know, “just
looking  out  for
the  in te res t s  o f
the  he lp less
nat ions” .   Gore
didn’t even have
guts  enough to
make his speech
and  s tay  to
d inner .   Wel l ,
Gore  d id  one
major thing—he
uni ted Malaysia
as  i t  has  never
been  uni ted
before .   The
pedes t r ians ,  the

cars, the hotels, and the streets are adorned with
so many peace signs and flags of honor as to be
a sweeping problem for such as Mr. Anwar and
his kind of “peace reform”.

America, you would be proud to know, as
well, that on the ending day of APEC there was
a  pic ture  of  a l l  heads  of  s ta te  where  Mr.
Mahath i r  was  thanking everyone  for  the i r
attendance.  All in the lineup were smiling and
applauding and turned looking to the host—
EXCEPT,  OF COURSE,  GORE—who was
looking the other direction.  Body language?  Of
course, these parasites can thrive only off the
blood of trained fools—you.  They are trained
to perform, act and use body language, facial
expressions, tears—any way necessary and any
thing possible to fool the people and lie ALL
THE TIME.

I would like to share some excerpts from the
article accompanying the pictures of the “heroes”
in action:

[QUOTING, New Straits Times,  Monday,
November 23, 1998:]

SIX KILLED IN JAKARTA RIOTS

JAKARTA:  At least six people were killed
and several buildings torched and looted here
today as simmering ethnic and religious tensions
exploded into bloody unrest... Four churches,
among them Christian... were burnt and seven,
including the Sacred Heart Catholic Church,
were trashed.  A gambling hall was set on fire
and a Catholic girls’ school near the city’s
cathedral was ransacked and partly burnt. . .
Dozens of stores, other buildings and cars were
damaged or burnt....

US Vice-President Al Gore, in a speech in
Kuala Lumpur when attending the Asia Pacific
Economic  Co-opera t ion summit  las t  week,
described demonstrators under the reformasi
banner as brave... Gore said: “And so, among
nations suffering from economic crisis ,  we
continue to hear calls for democracy, calls for
reform in many languages—People’s Power, Doi
Moi, Reformasi”.

A Reuters cameraman saw four bodies where

Gore’s Goof, Iraqi Pawn,

And Y2K Propaganda Ploy

View From Malaysia
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the clash occurred.  Witnesses said three of the
dead were Ambonese killed by the mob after they
were seen beating a Javanese to death.  [H: Well,
here is your eye for eye, death for death!]

Some of  the  mob bashed,  s lashed and
jumped on the three Ambonese bodies as they
lay lined up on display on the road... they also
cut off one victim’s ear... witnesses also heard
cries of “kill the Chinese”... a mob of several
hundred started minor fires in a Chinese school
and  another  church  on  the  outsk i r t s  o f
Chinatown....

[END OF QUOTING]

Perhaps what you might watch for in the
happenings  a round the  g lobe  a re  the
overwhelming  ef for t s  to  “over throw”
es tab l i shed  governments ,  whatever  and
wherever they might be.  This is typical of the
attempts at division of people, breakup of
families and social structure, and total push for
the chaos of Plan 2000.

AND WHAT OF IRAQ?

What of Iraq?  You have the same thing
happening where you have the same people
from the New Israeli Homeland, the U.S.,
calling for a “new government” in Baghdad.
All of the global efforts, readers, are toward
the OVERTHROW OF GOVERNMENTS—
WHICH IS IMMORAL AND UNLAWFUL—
BUT THEN,  THE U.S.  SEEMS TO BE
ABOVE THE LAW.

The plan for Iraq is to “arm the rebels,
said the White House”.

One writer summed up things pretty well as
perceived from this side of the Sea of Peace
(Pacific):

[QUOTING, Letter of the Day, New Straits
Times, 11/23/98:]

BLOOD OF IRAQI CHILDREN
ON HANDS OF CLINTON, BLAIR

Although we are living in difficult times, it
is nevertheless interesting.

We just saw the spectacle of the British and
the United States raring to launch air attacks yet
again against Iraq, just because Iraq stopped co-
operating with Unscom when the UN delayed
lifting sanctions after eight long years.

However, their evil schemes were aborted at
the eleventh hour by the Iraqi Government’s
dec is ion  to  resume co-opera t ion  on  the
understanding that the Security Council would
act quickly to lift the sanctions which have
KILLED 1-1/2 MILLION IRAQI CHILDREN
[H: My, my, and isn’t this about the same
reasoning given for Iraq as was given for the
ATF-FBI burning of all  the children and
innocent people in Waco, Texas:  “to protect
the children from possible abuse”?]

Their oft-repeated excuse that  Iraq st i l l
possesses weapons of mass destruction in order
to justify prolonging the sanctions is not only
unacceptable, but now stands exposed.

The US Congress recently passed a law to
fund Iraqi opposition to the tune of US$100
MILLION (RM380 mi l l ion)  to  topple  the
Government of Iraq.

President Bill  Clinton, in his statement,
agreeing not to attack Iraq openly, spoke of

toppling President Saddam Hussein.
What right has the US President, however

mighty he might feel the US is, to decide who
should lead Iraq?

It is no coincidence that the very week the
US planned to attack Iraq, his representatives—
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright and Vice-
President Al Gore—in Malaysia attending the

APEC conference, openly supported the aimless,
anarchic, so-called reform movement of sacked
Malaysian Deputy Prime Minster Datuk Seri
Anwar Ibrahim to topple Prime Minister Datuk
Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohamad.

The stamp of imperialism surely discredits
the movement, if some people among us failed
to see it from the beginning.

We, Malaysians, have slammed these two

American off ic ia ls  for  being rude and for
interfering in our internal affairs.  They properly
deserve this condemnation.

Apart from that, we must not forget that such
is the character of neo-colonialism.

Neo-colonialist forces, particularly British
and American, are now acting out their nature
to recolonise the world.

They are no friends of ours or of the
peaceful people of the Third World.  Peaceful
people though we are, we should make them
understand that we shall fight to defend our
freedom and sovereignty.

Also, we should make them understand that
their time is over.  The modern Pharaoh, like
the  ancient  Egypt ian  Pharaoh,  haught i ly
playing God, is doomed.

Clinton, Tony Blair and others who have
par t ic ipa ted  in  k i l l ing  mi l l ions  of  I raq i
chi ldren  have  commit ted  cr imes  agains t
humanity.  God’s curse is on them.  They are
destined for punishment by God.  [Kassim
Ahmad, Penang]

[END OF QUOTING]

Well, the good-meaning people haven’t any
idea how really BAD are the circumstances.
The statement by Goldman Sachs that they are
“here to help keep the raiders out of the
business buyups” says it all.  They are going
to buy out the failing, now-pennies-on-the-
dollar industries, both big and small, “to save
them from the raiders”.  And how is your day
going?

OSAMA BIN LADEN

Guess what, World.  Remember that most-
wanted man in the world, Osama bin Laden?
Wel l ,  he  d idn’ t  bomb anyth ing ,  inc luding
anything belonging to the U.S. (check with the
Israeli Mossad)—but anyway, there was this trial
agains t  the  accused bin  Laden—and guess
what—nobody came, most notably the U.S.
accusers.  After several days waiting for a
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GIVE THE GIFT OF TRUTH
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“case”,  the court  was dismissed WITH NO
EVIDENCE BROUGHT FORTH AT ALL,
MUCH THE LESS, PROOF OF ANYTHING.
Osama is now recognized as “a man without
sin”.  Well, we all know how that “not guilty”
thing worked for O.J. Simpson, but who knows,
Taleban might not be as greedy as the Goldmans
and Browns.

For Mr. bin Laden a whole international
court was convened and no accusers came.  My
goodness, readers, WHO IS GOING TO PAY
ALL THOSE LAWYERS?

BANKS AND Y2K

I would like to share a little notice about
Y2K, AND SINCE THIS IS A MAJOR PART
OF THE ZIONIST’S PLAN 2000, YOU MIGHT
WISH TO CHECK FOR A FEW KEY
OPERATIVE WORDS IN THE ARTICLE, LIKE
“RISK OF MUGGING”, “SCAMS”, “SAFEST
PLACE”,  “SPORADIC PROBLEMS” AND
“ISOLATED”.

[QUOTING, Washington: Sat. 11/22/98:]

BANKERS SEEK
TO CALM

CONSUMERS’ Y2K FEARS

Should you withdraw all your money from
the bank late next year because of the Year 2000
computer problem?

Banking  indus t ry  representa t ives  to ld
reporters yesterday that massive withdrawals
would be “foolish”, citing the risk of theft, fire
and the interest earnings foregone.

Banks argue that they will be ready for the
date change, citing their consistent rating by
exper t s  as  among the  top  indus t r ies  in
preparedness and their existing contingency plans
for floods, hurricanes and fires.  [H: Wow—barf
now and save time later.]

Automat ic  te l le r  machines ,  c red i t  ca rd
purchases and direct deposits to bank accounts
from employers and Social Security will continue
to work in nearly all cases, they said.

“No one  i s  sugges t ing  there  won’ t  be
sporadic problems, but they will be isolated,”
said Michael Zucchini, chief technology officer
at Fleet Financial Group Inc.  [H: Whoever in
the world is Michael Zucchini?  See, you will
believe anyone on any topic if it is an “expert”
proclaimed and put to print in a newspaper.]

The Year 2000 computer problem arises from
the practice, until recently, of allocating just two
digits in computers and software for the year in
dates.

When the  year  changes  over  to  2000
computers could make errors by interpreting the
year as 1900 or become confused and stop
working altogether.

“The safest place for your money is in the
bank,”  said American Bankers  Associat ion
spokesman John Hall.  [H: And what else would
you expect him (them) to say?]

“It would be inordinately foolish for anybody
to come into the institution and withdraw every
penny and walk down the street and take the risk
of getting mugged,” added Brian Smith, of the
America’s Community Bankers trade association.
[H: Or, more likely, be in line for NOTHING
being in the bank to withdraw.]

Bankers are particularly concerned about
scams targeting the elderly [H: You mean like

Phoenix Bird Available

In “Stained Glass”

Each “Phoenix” glass art piece is hand designed, painted, signed and
numbered by the artist.  Each creation takes 3-4 days.  The glass art is in an
11x14 wood frame, with a sponged-gold finish, and a chain on top for ease of
hanging from your window frame.

The colors used by the artist are: Gold Sparkle, Royal Blue, Blue Diamond,
Emerald Green, Amethyst, Ruby Red, Sunny Yellow, Orange Poppy, and Crystal
Clear.

Cost is $70.00 Continental U.S. for U.P.S. delivery.
Cost for Canada $75.00 USPS (prices include shipping and handling)
To order, send check or money order to:

Karen Singer
P.O. Box 1911-172

Tehachapi, CA 93581

Order now for the Holidays Holidays Holidays Holidays Holidays

the scam of the banks?] in which confidence
tricksters would offer to hold the savings of
retirees to protect them from any Year 2000
problems.  —Reuters

[H: This would be downright funny if it
weren’t so sick and set up to strip everyone
of everything.  Oh well.]

[END OF QUOTING]

I would suggest that all of you pick up a few
appropriate journals from “Phoenix” and see
again what your chances of getting your money
from the  banks  might  be—if  ANYTHING
happens.  Remember that ability to loan 22 to
one?  And, how about the fact that NOTHING
OF VALUE backs any bank of the World Bank-
Federal Reserve-International Monetary Fund—
anywhere any longer!  What is nothing minus
nothing?  Or, for that matter,  nothing plus
nothing?  The year  2000 HAS TO BRING
COVER-UP, YOU FOOLISH, BLIND LAMBS.
By the way, it is all done through computer

transfers and manipulations, ruin the computer
system and wham, bam, thank you ma’am, you
won’t even be able to LOCATE YOUR NAME
in the files.  And what of that Deposit Trust
Corporation that holds all those alias names and
corporation investment records?  Two wham,
bam, thank you ma’ams and one “Oh well”.

And indeed, some local friends are going to
find that even Ms. Tuten has tied up your assets
in  tha t  nea t  “ge tcha”  sys tem wi thout  any
recourse to herself at all.  Sometimes I even
grow impatient for “blame” will not produce
anything.  These dealers, you must know by
now, have no shame, accept no blame, and YOU
END UP WITH NO RECOURSE—JUST THE
LAWYER’S BILLS!

I would leave this now for we are swamped
in need of presentations today.  Thank God for
Monday!

In  love  and  bes t  wishes  and  Happy
Thanksgiving (and please, DO GIVE THANKS,
FOR YOU CAN’T EVEN PERCEIVE THE

GOOD THINGS).  Salu.    
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 (Mitochondria)

FOR PROGRAM  STARTING  PACKAGES and  MAINTENANCE

PACKAGES,  BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM  ELECTROLYSIS,

BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

ItemPRICE
PER UNIT Qty.Item

TOTAL
SHIPPING & HANDLING
SUB TOTAL

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
WY, NV
$ 0-100 $6.00
$ 101-200 $7.00
$ 201-300 $8.00
$ 301-400 $9.00
$ 401-500 $10.00
$ 501-600 $11.00

FOR THE REST OF
CONTINENTAL USA

$ 0-100 $8.00
$ 101-200 $9.00
$ 201-300 $10.00
$ 301-400 $11.00
$ 401-500 $12.00
$ 501-600 $13.00

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
     For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
     For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
     All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
     for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
     When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.

**
**
**

**

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:

Name
Street Address

Daytime Phone No.

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Date

(Please Print)

Expiration Date

City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code

Signature For Credit Card Orders

Order by Mail Order by Phone
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)

$
$

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710

Las Vegas, NV 89126

1998  Order Form
New Gaia Products

Amount

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Please make  all checks and
money orders payable to:

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710

Las Vegas
NV 89126

SALES TAX

GAIANDRIANA
40.00
20.00$

$
16 oz.

 32 oz.

$
$

LIQUID
AQUAGAIA

LIQUID
16 oz.

 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz. 32 oz.
20.00
40.00

GAIALYTE  1 liter

2 liters

8.50
15.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA BREEZE 1 liter

2 liters

3.50$
$ 6.00

KOMBUCHA  TEA VINEGAR  16 oz. 6.00$
CARBRAGAIA 8 oz. $ (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)

BEVERAGE POWDERMELLOREAM 3.25 lb 15.00$

— 30 Day Supply

“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT  60 CAPSULES 18.00$
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT  60 CAPSULES 22.00$

  180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETS180 TABLETSA-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula 24.95$
CHLORELLA       300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.300 TABLETS/500mg. EA. 21.00$
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS 90 TABLETS 24.50$
GAIATRIM 35.00$
GINKGO BILOBA  180 TABLETS 24.95$ (24% Extract)
OLIVE LEAF 60 TABLETS $24.00
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT

by James R. Privitera, M.D.

 35 PG.

BOOKLET

2.75$

60 CAPSULES 6.00$RARE EARTH CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES 60 CAPSULES 6.00$
ALOE  PLUS  77 60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA. 16.95$

Alfalfa & Minerals

30.00$90 CAPSULESALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS

S&H
included

8.50

PRICE
PER UNIT Qty. Amount

PLEASE  USE THE SHIPPING  RATE CHART  (located on the top of this order
form)  WHEN  CALCULATING  SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

Nevada Residents only: add 7%
TTTTT

NONI 60 CAPSULES

MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
$
$

22.00
11.00

Whole Leaf Aloe Vera Concentrate

 (10X STRENGTH)

$
1 liter $  18.00

 SUPER OXY     (CHERRY-BERRY)     (CRANBERRY-APPLE) 1 quart 18.00
BODY BOOSTER 32 oz. 20.00$
LIQUID LIFE 32 oz. 22.00$
GAIAGLO  LOTION  4 oz. $20.00
HORSETAIL TINCTURE 2 oz. 8.00$
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral     2 oz. 10.00$

16 oz.

 2 oz.

32 oz.  96.00
56.00
10.00$

$
$

GAIACOL
Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold

suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD
Colloidal Gold 16 oz.

32 oz. 192.00
112.00

20.00$
$

 2 oz.

$
GAIA DHEA 2 oz. 20.00$Colloidal  Dehydroepiandrosterone

Colloidal CopperGAIA CU-29 2 oz. 10.00$
Colloidal Titanium 2 oz. 20.00GAIA TI-22 $

2 oz.GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++ 10.00$

$$
$

8.00
45.00
75.00

OXYSOL Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

  2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.2 oz.

32 oz.

ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)

4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

8.00$

$

TTTTT

$

 5.00
12.50

$
$

VORTEX KIT

MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

80.00

$1100.00

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)

2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

5 Audio-cassettes

PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

GAIASPELT  KERNELS   4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
TTTTT

$

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

 4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
GAIASPELT  FLOUR

WHOLE GRAIN
TTTTT

GAIASPELT

BREAD MIX  (Pure Spelt)

 (Whole Wheat & Spelt)TTTTT

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINETTTTT

3.50$

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK 15.00$
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

SUCROSE___   STARCH___

NICOTINE___    CAFFEINE___    ALCOHOL___

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND 2 oz.

each
6.00$

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit” $

GAIACLEANSE KIT
Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM 48.00$

260.00

$
$ 5.00

10.008 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

2.50

130.00

MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS

$ 50.00ADZUKI  BEANS      50-LB BAG

RED LENTILS          50-LB BAG

TTTTT

TTTTT

30 CAPSULES

ALOE JUICE

16 oz.

No Longer
Available

No Longer Available
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73.  RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74.  MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75.   TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES  VOL. III
76.  SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77.  PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78.   IRON  TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79.  MARCHING TO   ZOG
80.  TRUTH  FROM  THE   ZOG BOG
81.  RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82.  RETIREMENT RETREATS
83.  POLITICAL  PSYCHOS
84.  CHANGING  PERSPECTIVES
85.  SHOCK   THERAPY
86.  MISSING  THE  LIFEBOAT??
87.  IN  GOD’S  NAME  AWAKEN!
88.  THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION  LEGION
89.  FOCUS OF DEMONS
90.  TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91.  FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92.  WALK  A  CROOKED  ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93.  CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER  PLAGUES
94.  WINGING IT....
95.  HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96.  HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97.  HEAVE ’EM  OUT (Phase Three)
98.  ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99.  USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROL—THE RAZOR’S EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT  THE  NOW CREATE  THE  FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
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107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
      “AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER” (The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING  THE  PHOENIX  VOL. 1;
223. BIRTHING  THE  PHOENIX  VOL. 2;
224. BIRTHING  THE  PHOENIX  VOL. 3;
225. BIRTHING  THE  PHOENIX  VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST  VOL. 1;
228. RISE OF ANTICHRIST  VOL. 2;
229. RISE OF ANTICHRIST  VOL. 3;
230. RISE OF ANTICHRIST  VOL. 4

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,

MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST
THESE WORKS ARE  A  SERIES  CALLED  THE  Phoenix   Journals  AND  HAVE  BEEN  WRITTEN  TO  ASSIST  MAN TO

BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING  DECEPTIONS  AND  OTHER  MATTERS  CRITICAL  TO HIS SURVIVAL AS  A  SPECIES

AT THIS TIME.  SINGLE Journals  ARE  $6.00;  ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH;  10 OR MORE Journals  ARE  $5.00  EACH

(Shipping extra—see right.)

is published by

CONTACT, Inc.

 P.O. Box 27800

Las Vegas, NV  89126

Phone: (800) 800-5565

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.

P.O. Box 27353
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(or call)
1-800-800-5565

(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

PLEASE   NOTE:
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JOURNALS or book orders
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CONTACT—and
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subscribers before our publishing
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